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Abstract
Communication between humans and agents is of great importance for interactions between

humans and agents to occur smoothly, namely in interactions that require collaboration. In this
thesis investigate the influence of legible motion in multi-party interactions, particularly multi-
party collaborative tasks. Namely, we are interested in investigate if the use of legibility improves
the expressiveness and clearness of a robot. We then consider several sequential decision-
making tasks and multi-party interactions in this class of tasks.

The first aspect we consider important to investigate is the impact, in multi-party interactions,
of different users’ points-of-view (PoVs) over the workspace. By having different PoVs over the
same movement, each user has its own perception of it, possible leading to different interpre-
tations of the robot’s intention. Thus, we propose that the definition of legibility for multi-party
interactions jointly considers the different users’ PoVs, defining the legibility of a movement as
the average of the legibility for each user. Using this definition, a legible movement focuses on
improving the group’s understanding of the robot’s intention, instead of improving the individual
user’s legibility.

The second aspect we explore in this work is the impact of legibility in sequential decision-
making. Standard decision making processes focus on optimizing an underlying cost function,
thus improving a robot’s efficiency in solving a task. However, the optimal solution for a task is
not always the more explicit one; e.g. consider a robot fetching an specific item from a list of
items in a warehouse; the optimal solution may lead it through areas that contain other items
on the list, causing an observing human partner confusion as to why the robot did not pick
the other items on the path. To solve this problem we propose policy legible Markov decision
problem (PoLMDP), a framework for legible decision making, where the robot’s actions optimize
both the underlying cost function and the robot’s expressiveness. This way, the robot’s actions
are clear about its intentions, while the robot is solving it’s own tasks and objectives.

Finally, we show the effectiveness of our framework for legible decision-making in trans-
mitting the robot’s intentions to partners, both when the partner is just an observer and when
the partner is teamed with the robot to solve a collaborative task. Our results show that using
PoLMDP improves both human inference of a robot’s intentions from its actions and the effi-
ciency of collaboration in collaborative tasks.

Keywords: legibility, multi-party interactions, decision making, agent planning, XAI
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Resumo

A comunicação clara é crucial para interações entre humanos e robots, ou outros agentes
artificiais. Neste trabalho aborda-se o problema de melhorar a clareza de um robot usando
legibilidade, durante interações de multi-utilizadores. Legibilidade mede quão bom é um movi-
mento em desambiguar o objetivo de um robot, de outros objetivos possíveis. Para explorar o
impacto da legibilidade em interações com vários humanos; primeiro exploramos como definir
legibilidade no contexto de interações de multi-utilizadores e, em segundo lugar, exploramos a
noção de legibilidade na seleção de ações e tomada de decisões de robots.

Na primeira parte desta tese, propomos uma definição de legibilidade que considera con-
juntamente as diferentes perspetivas humanas sobre o mesmo movimento robótico. Assim, a
legibilidade é definida em função de todo o grupo em vez de cada humano em particular, per-
mitindo aplicações tanto em interações com um só utilizador como com múltiplos utilizadores.
Também mostramos, por meio de um estudo com humanos, que a nossa definição de legibili-
dade para interações de multi-utilizadores melhora a compreensão das intenções de um robot,
quando comparado com a formulação para um único utilizador.

Na segunda parte da tese, damos um passo além dos movimentos do robot e explora-
mos a aplicação da legibilidade na tomada de decisão de robots e outros agentes artificiais.
Exploramos a aplicação da legibilidade no contexto da tomada de decisão em ambientes es-
tocásticos, desenvolvendo uma abordagem para tomada de decisão legível denominada policy
legible MDP (PoLMDP). O PoLMDP é capaz de lidar com a incerteza enquanto permanece
computacionalmente tratável, como mostramos num estudo comparativo com outras aborda-
gens de última geração para tomada de decisão legível. Também mostramos, em dois estudos
diferentes, que nossa abordagem PoLMDP torna os objetivos de um robot mais fáceis de en-
tender, tanto em cenários de agente único quanto multi-agente, quando comparado aos MDPs
tradicionais.

Palavras-chave: legibilidade, interações multi-utilizador, tomada de decisão, planeamento
com agentes, XAI
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Robots are becoming a common sight in society, no longer restricted to just working in

factories. So far, they can be found in the most varied roles: assisting humans to overcome

disabilities in everyday tasks [20, 52]; helping children through educational applications [17, 57,

98]; assist the elderly to maintain their independence [8]; assisting in healthcare [48, 54, 71]; or

in entertainment of humans [24].

The integration of robots in society requires robots to be able to interact smoothly with hu-

mans, and to correctly communicate their internal state. Correct communication is essential for

interactions between humans and robots to be safe and prevent injuries to humans [72]; effi-

cient, to complete personal goals [42, 77]; and natural, so humans do not feel uneasy interacting

with robots [91].

The importance of correct communication rises even more in scenarios where one robot

interacts with various humans simultaneously. In these scenarios, the efficiency and safety of

the task comes from the group’s understanding of what each participant’s current goal is. Thus,

a robot that is not capable of being simultaneously clear to all parties can be a serious liability

for those interacting with it. This failure in communicating can cause different parties to interpret

differently the robot’s intentions and act in a way that leads them to a collision, be it physical or

just of personal goals. Let us consider Example 1.

Example 1 A robot, working in a cafeteria, is tasked with filling customers’ glasses

with water when prompted to. John and Mary ask the robot to fill their glasses and

remain close to each other while talking and waiting, with Mary closer to the right

side of the robot and John to the left side. The robot decides to first fill John’s glass

and then Mary’s, planning the movement accordingly. The robot’s movement planner

concludes that the best course of action is to execute a steady straight movement, with

the pitcher on the right arm, towards John’s cup to fill it. However, given their proximity,

the movement comes close to both John and Mary and both interpret that their respect

cup is going to be filled. The wrong interpretation causes both to move their glasses,

in a collaboration effort with the robot, and unintentionally collide with each other.

Communication can be achieved in a myriad of ways, divided in two main types of communi-

cation: explicit and implicit communication. Explicit communication is a type of communication

where the actor explicitly communicates intent. Implicit communication is a type of communi-

cation where the recipient must interpret the action of the actor to infer the intention [7]. The

combination of explicit and implicit communication allows humans to easily interact with each
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other, even in situations where no explicit signals are traded [40]. Humans naturally interpret

signals from each other during interactions, trying to predict the intentions of others and adapt

accordingly. An example is when humans follow the gaze of their partners to understand and

preempt the outcomes of their actions [33]. Therefore, robots involved in human-robot interac-

tion must be capable of leveraging the use of explicit and implicit methods of communication for

interactions to feel normal to humans.

1.1 Problem statement

Body movements and the way we choose and sequence our actions when performing a

task are extremely useful and essential tools in communicating intents and emotions. Body

movements convey the same intentions independently of culture, upbringing or education, and

humans comprehend those intentions innately [34]. Human decision-making and acting allows

for humans to establish a "procedural common ground", leading to better task coordination [22,

85]. The use of these types of implicit communication by a robot also leads to people consider

robots more socially engaging, warm, friendly and empathetic; as well as more expressive

when conveying different emotions. This attitude towards robots improves task performance

and causes less errors [90].

Legibility measures the degree of distinctiveness with which an observer can categorize and

decode its surroundings [55].Dragan, Lee, and Srinivasa [31] applied the concept of legibility to

robotic movements, defining legible movements. These movements have been designed to

augment a robot’s expressiveness by reducing the ambiguity regarding the robot’s objective.

Thus making the robot’s movements clearer and easier “to read” by human users.

The use of legible movements by a robot is a possible solution to communication problems

in multi-party interactions, as in Example 1. A robot capable of correctly perform legible move-

ments and leverage those movements together with other communication methods is capable

of minimizing situations where humans misunderstand a robot’s intentions. The concept of leg-

ibility can be applied more generally than robotic movements, we postulate that legibility can be

applied to a robot’s decision making process to make more complex tasks easier to understand

when the robot is part of a team. Considering again Example 1, in the example the robot’s

decision making process considered that it was optimal to serve first John and secondly Mary;

however, looking at the positioning of Mary and John, serving Mary first would have been more

legible since she was closer to the robot’s serving arm and so the action would have been easier

3



to understand.

Thus, in this thesis we address the question:

Research Question Can an autonomous agent (such as a robot) better convey its

intentions in multi-party interactions by using legible actions?

To investigate this problem we break it down into sub-problems:

RQ 1 In multi-party interactions, will the joint consideration of multiple users’ PoVs improve leg-

ibility of a robot’s movement?

RQ 2 Can the notion of legibility be extended to problems of sequential decision-making under

uncertainty, to improve a human’s understanding of an agent’s actions?

RQ 3 Can legible decision-making improve a team’s efficiency in multi-agent tasks?

We now elaborate on the different sub-problems above.

1.1.1 Perspective influence in legibility during multi-party interactions

Legible movements aim at improving user’s understanding of a robot’s objective, by creat-

ing movements that simultaneously approach the intended objective and get away from other

possible objectives. Thus, the resulting movements reduce the ambiguity of what the robot’s

intention is.

In multi-party interactions, a robot interacts simultaneously with multiple users, each with its

own point-of-view (PoV) over the workspace and the robot’s movements. Thus during these

interactions, there are multiple perspectives of a robot’s movement that may lead to multiple

interpretations of it.

However, the existence of multiple different perspectives over the same movement, can have

an impact in the movement’s legibility, causing some movements to be interpreted differently

when observed from different perspectives. Example 1, provides a scenario where different

perspectives can impact the perception of a robot’s motion: the robot executes a legible move-

ment to fill John’s cup, but does not account for the various perspectives. The movement may

be optimized to improve John’s perception but given the fact Mary and John have different per-

spectives, Mary may perceive the movement differently and believe the robot is filling her cup,

moving towards the robot.
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In problem RQ 1 we investigate a way to mitigate the negative impacts of multiple perspec-

tives in multi-party interactions. We propose an extension to the legibility metric that combines

the legibility of the movement according to each human’s PoV. Thus, the perspectives of all

human partners shape the trajectory, making the legibility of the group increase instead of the

legibility of a subset of the human partners.

1.1.2 Legibility in sequential decision-making tasks

Robotic and other artificial intelligent agents (AIAs)’s interact with humans, so they need

to make their decisions clear for humans. However, autonomous agents’ decision-making is

not always clear to those interacting with them. One of the biggest hurdles to understand the

behaviour of intelligent agents is inferring the reasoning behind the agents’ actions and be-

haviours [16].

An intelligent agent’s decision-making can be described in terms of optimizing a specific

reward or cost function. However, humans don’t always act “optimally” because humans, despite

having their own set of internal preferences, do not actively try to optimize some function; they

instead behave in a manner that seems logic for the situation at hand. This difference between

human and artificial agents decision making processes is crucial to understand why humans

may have difficulties in understanding the reasoning of AIAs.

We consider the possibility to make robotic and AIAs’ decision-making easier to understand

by humans by extending the notion of legibility – originally proposed for robot motion – to more

general decision making processes, making the decision processes more transparent and self-

explanatory for the humans observing and interacting with the agent.

Question RQ 2 explores exactly how we can extend the notion of legibility to decision making

problems, and whether this extension improves the overall interaction between humans and

agents. We propose a new framework for decision-making capable of choosing actions and

behaviours for agents that allow a human interacting with the agent to better understand its

intentions.

1.1.3 Impact of legible decision-making in teamwork efficiency

Teamwork efficiency is directly influenced by the communication between team members,

namely by how the team members coordinate with each other to achieve the team’s goals.

However, for the team’s members to correctly coordinate with each other they must be able
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to easily infer each others’ intentions from observed actions and behaviours. This way, each

member can adapt its goals, actions and behaviours to better support the team and help in the

team’s efforts.

Considering this fact, robots and artificial agents in general must decide on the best actions

to perform and behaviours to display that allow a fast task completion and yield more informa-

tion about the agent’s current objectives. Otherwise, if an agent focuses only on solving the

task, it may indicate that it is trying to achieve a goal different than the one it is truly going for.

Consider Example 2, showcasing a scenario where the agent’s action may lead to an incorrect

understanding.

Example 2 A robot and a human are playing a collaborative game of Word Blocks,

where they have to build words with the letters available in wooden blocks. The only

letters available at the time are one "b" block, two "a" blocks, one "o" block, one "r"

block and one "t" block. The robot decides, without communicating with the human, to

start making the word "boar" and starts by picking the block "b". Then the human trying

to help picks the block with the letter "a", being the most common letter available, and

places it next to the "b" block. The robot then, trying to be optimal, picks the block with

the letter "o" and places it between the "b" and "a" blocks. Finally, with the sequence

of blocks "b","o,"a", the human believes the robot is trying to write "boat" and places

the "t" block to complete the sentence, creating the wrong word. However, if the robot

had changed one action and it had picked and placed the "r" block at the end instead

of the "o" block, the human partner would have had more information about the word

being built and would had been more difficult to build the wrong word.

Question RQ 3 explores the problem of applying legible decision-making in team scenarios,

understanding if legible actions improve the overall team efficiency in solving collaborative tasks.

1.2 Summary of contributions

Summarizing, in the thesis we contribute:

1. A novel definition of legible movements focused in multi-party interactions that takes in

consideration the PoV of the human partners in the legibility metric.

2. PoLMDP, a novel framework for legible decision-making, that allows the efficient com-
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putation of legible plans in both stochastic and deterministic scenarios improving human

understanding of an agent’s underlying goals.

3. A study on the impact of legible decision-making in collaborative tasks.

Our novel definition of legible movements in multi-party interactions has been published in

[36]. The two remaining contributions are currently under review: our framework for legible

decision-making, PoLMDP, is under reviewing process for the Elsevier’s Artificial Intelligence

Journal; our final contribution is under review for the IJCAI conference.

1.3 Thesis outline

The rest of the thesis is structured as follows:

• Section 2 provides an overview of background material and notation.

• Section 3 reviews the literature on legibility and general communication in robotics and

human-robot interaction (HRI).

• Section 4 introduces our first contribution and explores the impact of multiple perspectives

over a movement and how we can incorporate those perspectives to improve a move-

ment’s legibility.

• Section 5 introduces the policy legible Markov decision problem framework – a framework

based on the formalism of MDPs for legible decision-making – and the evaluation of its

performance in making a robot’s intentions clear to humans.

• Section 6 describes the study conducted to explore the impact of legible decision-making

in team scenarios, namely in tasks that require strict collaboration between team members

to succeed.

• Section 7 revisits the major contributions of the thesis, explores its main conclusions and

points some directions for future work.
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Background
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In this chapter we go over several core concepts that support our work and formalize the

notation used in this document. We start with trajectory representation, clarifying the notation

used. Afterwards we define viewport projection and provide an overview of what are legible and

predictable movements, two properties associated to movements that improve the communica-

tion of intent of robots. Finally, we provide an overview of what is an MDP and the notation used

in this thesis.

2.1 Trajectory representation

A robot trajectory, which we denote as ξ, is a sequence of robot configurations. Trajectories

may describe the physical displacement of the robot or the movement of a robot’s limb. Thus, a

trajectory is a mapping from a time step t to the corresponding robot configuration, ξ(t). Each

robot configuration is a vector that can be described in:

• 3D cartesian space, in which case a configuration is a vector ξt = [x1(t), x2(t), x3(t)]
T

— describing solely the 3D position of the robot — or a vector ξt = [x1(t), x2(t), x3(t),

α1(t), α2(t), α3(t)]
T — describing both the 3D position and orientation of the robot;

• joint space, in which case a configuration is a vector ξt = [θ1(t), θ2(t), . . . , θN (t)]T with N

the number of joints in the robot and each θn(t) is the angle joint of the robot.

There are many frameworks to generate robotic trajectories, in this work we adopt movement

primitives.

2.1.1 Movement primitives

Movement primitives (MPs) are used to concisely represent robot control policies. The aim

of MPs is to represent simple movements, such as hitting and batting movements [50, 59],

and compose these movements into complex robot skills. MPs have been successfully used to

model tasks like ‘Ball-in-the-Cup’ [58], ball throwing [27] and pancake flipping [62].

In this work we use two MP formulations: dynamical movement primitives (DMPs) [49] and

probabilistic movement primitives (ProMPs) [83].

Dynamical movement primitives are a type of MPs that represent trajectories as dynam-

ical systems. Specifically, the trajectory of the robot along each dimension corresponds to the
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solution of a damped spring system, i.e., the solution to the ordinary differential equation (o.d.e.)

τ ẍ = αx (βx(g − x)− ẋ) + f, (2.1)

where τ is a time factor, αx and βx are positive constants, g is the goal state and x, ẋ and ẍ

correspond to the system’s position, velocity and acceleration. The f term represents a non-

linear forcing function that modifies the trajectory’s shape towards to the goal g. Equation 2.1,

known as transformation system, resembles a point attractor dynamical system on goal g with

the addition of term f .

The forcing term is defined as

f (z) =

∑N
i=1 Ψi (z)wi∑N
i=1 Ψi (z)

z (g − x0) , (2.2)

where each Ψi is a Gaussian basis function,

Ψi (z) = exp

(
− 1

2h2i
(z − ci)

2

)
,

N is the number of basis functions, hi and ci represent the width and center of each basis

function, x0 is the initial state, wi are adjustable weights that shape the trajectory and z is a

phase variable that behaves as a replacement for time, and is governed by the o.d.e.

τ ż = −αzz, (2.3)

with αz a constant. Thus, the forcing function f is a set of Gaussians that are “activated” as the

canonical system, given by (2.3), converges to zero.

Given their dynamical formulation, DMPs generate trajectories that are goal-oriented, robust

to perturbations and noise and arbitrarily shapeable to avoid obstacles or to follow demonstrated

trajectories. Furthermore, the τ parameter in Equations 2.1 and 2.3 allows for temporal scaling,

while the (g − x0) factor in Equation 2.2 allows for spatial scaling. These two properties make

DMPs capable of generalizing trajectories to different execution speeds, or to targets closer or

farther away, giving DMPs topological invariance. Topological invariance means that trajectories

that use the same DMP model have the same shape, even if the execution speed and movement

amplitude are different, allowing for interesting applications such as movement recognition [61].

The forcing function in (2.2) defines a discrete or stroke based movement, such as swinging

a baseball bat. DMPs can also execute cyclic or rhythmic based movements, such as bouncing
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Property Implementation

Temporal Scaling Modulate Phase
Rhythmic or Stroke Movements Basis Function
Optimal Behavior Encode Variance
Trajectory Modulation Conditioning
Coupling of DoF Mean and Covariance
Co-Activation (Combination) of MP Product of Distributions
Learning from Demonstration Maximum Likelihood

Table 2.1: Movement Primitives properties and implementation in Probabilistic Movement Primitives

a ball on a table tennis paddle, by instead using a forcing function of the form

f (r, ϕ) =

∑N
i=1 Ψi (ϕ)wi∑N
i=1 Ψi (ϕ)

r,

with,

Ψi (ϕ) = exp

(
cos (x− ci)

2h2i
− 1

)
,

and the canonical system

τ ϕ̇ = 1,

where r is the amplitude signal and ϕ the phase signal.

The forcing function can be designed by humans or learned through reinforcement learning

techniques. For human-designed forcing functions, human experts define the wi parameters in

Equation 2.2. Having forcing functions manually designed allows for well defined movements

to be easily implemented as robot control policies. In the case of learned forcing functions,

the system learns the wi parameters. Learning the wi parameters allows DMPs to imitate

observed movements as well as improve learned forcing functions with new human interactions

and demonstrations.

DMPs can be extended to multiple degrees of freedom by temporally coupling the different

degrees of freedom (DoFs). The coupling is performed using the same canonical system to all

DoF, while each one has different transformation system with its own forcing function.

Probabilistic movement primitives are another type of MPs that represent trajectories as a

probabilistic distribution over possible movements. The idea behind ProMPs is to use operations

from probability theory to support a set of desirable properties for MPs, summarized in Table

2.1.
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In the ProMP framework, a MP corresponds to a probability distribution over possible trajec-

tories. Each trajectory ξ is a sequence of T different configurations for a 1-DoF robot. ProMPs

encode the control policy using a hierarchical Bayesian model.

In order to capture the variance information of the different trajectories, ProMPs use a weight

vector w to compactly represent a single trajectory and introduce two distributions, p(ξ|w) and

p(w;θ). p(ξ|w) defines the probability of observing trajectory ξ = {ξ(0), ξ(1), . . . , ξ(t)} given

the weight vector w and is given as

p (ξ|w) =
∏
t

N (ξ(t)|Ψ(t)w,Σ) ,

with

ξ(t) = Ψ(t)w + ϵ(t), (2.4)

and

Ψ t = [ψt, ψ̇t]
T , (2.5)

a 2×n dimensional time-dependent basis function matrix for the joint positions ψ(t) and veloc-

ities ψ̇(t), where n defines the number of basis functions. Σ is the observation noise variance

and ϵ(t) ∼ N (0,Σ) represents a zero-mean i.i.d. Gaussian noise. The distribution p (w;θ)

captures the variance of trajectories with parameters θ = {µw,Σw} that specify the mean and

variance of w. Combining the two distributions as follows

p (ξ|θ) =
∫
p (ξ|w) p (w|θ) dw, (2.6)

defines a distribution over trajectories with parameters θ. Equation 2.6 defines the hierarchical

Bayesian model used by ProMPs, given by the observation noise variance Σ and the param-

eters θ. The observation noise variance Σ is obtained from the demonstration data and the

parameters {µw,Σw} can be learned from multiple demonstrations using maximum likelihood

estimation.

The basis function matrix Ψ in (2.4) is time dependent, which prevents temporal scaling and

executing trajectories faster or slower than demonstrated. Thus, to decouple the movement from

the time signal, a phase variable zt is introduced, as with DMPs, modifying the basis function
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as follows

ψ(t) = ψ(z(t)),

ψ̇(t) =
dψ(z(t))

dz(t)
żt,

with t varying from 0 to T , where z(0) = 0 defines the beginning of the movement and z(T ) = 1

the end, ż(t) = 1/T and ψ(z(t)) = [ψ0(z(t)), . . . , ψn(z(t))] where

ψi(z) =
bi(z)∑n
j=1 bj(z)

. (2.7)

The choice of basis functions used depends on the type of movement the ProMP must model.

For discrete or stroke-based movements, the basis functions are

bi(z) = exp

(
− (z − ci)

2

2h

)
,

while for cyclic or rhythmic based movements

bi(z) = exp

(
cos(2π(z − ci))

h

)
,

with h the width of the basis functions and ci the center of the ith basis function.

ProMPs are extended to multiple DoFs by coupling the different DoFs, so that all DoFs are

controlled together. To achieve this coupling, both the w weight vector and the Ψ basis function

matrix are extended to cover all the DoFs of a robot, while sharing the same phase variable.

The use a Bayesian model allows for ProMPs to modulate trajectories to reach different final

positions or passing certain via-points. To modulate trajectories to reach different final positions

or to pass through specified via-points, the new intended observation {y∗,Σ∗} is added to the

probabilistic model at the desired time step t. In the new observation, y∗ represents the desired

position and Σ∗ describes the accuracy of the observation. With the addition of this observation,

a new trajectory ξ∗ is defined that can the be solved using (2.6) to find the parameters that better

model the new trajectory.

As previously explained, in ProMPs each MP creates a probability distribution that repre-

sents multiple ways to execute a movement. If a ProMP model maintains a set of i different

primitives, then these different primitives can be co-activated by taking the product of their dis-
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tributions creating a new probability distribution,

pnew (ξ) ∝
∏
i

pi (ξ)
γ[i]

,

where γ
[i]
t are factors comprised between 0 and 1 that denote the activation of each primitive.

The primitive pnew allows the ProMP model to execute movements that use the parts of the MP

that best resemble the desired trajectory, allowing to reach zones of the trajectory space that

are well covered by different MPs.

Another operation ProMPs can perform is to blend MPs. Blending MPs is an operation that

allows ProMPs to define movements that sequentially follow different MPs, allowing to compose

complex movements from different simpler movements. To achieve this blending behaviour, the

ProMP model uses a reasoning similar to the co-activation of different primitives, where the

trajectory is decomposed into single time steps before taking the product of MPs,

pnew (ξ) ∝
∏
t

∏
i

pi (yt)
γ
[i]
t ,

pi (yt) =

∫
pi

(
yt|w[i]

)
pi

(
w[i]

)
dw.

By decomposing each MP in single time steps, allows for finer grain control of the executing

MP and to compose MPs to sequentially execute one after the other instead of executing a

combination of all the MPs.

Dynamical movement primitives vs. Probabilistic movement primitives

DMPs and ProMPs are two similar frameworks of MPs that can learn different robot control

policies. Both frameworks allow to scale the trajectories generated to varied execution speeds,

to represent both rhythmic and stroke based movements, to shape the trajectories around ob-

stacles and to different goals or to create movements that control multiple coupled DoFs.

However, the two frameworks have differences that make them ideal for different scenarios.

DMPs use the forcing function f to modulate the generated trajectory and this function can be

either learned or defined by humans. Thus, DMPs can create movements that do not need

human demonstration. In comparison, ProMPs have the limitation that they require a set of

example trajectories to create the probabilistic model used to create new movements. Thus,

ProMPs are not capable of create new movements without previous examples like the DMPs.
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On the other hand, the probability model used in ProMPs allows the framework to co-activate

different MPs, generating movements capable of adapting to different task restrictions and de-

mands. By co-activating different MPs, ProMP created movements can cover parts of the trajec-

tory space that are well covered by some but not all of the model’s MPs. Besides co-activation,

ProMPs are able to create movements composed by different simpler movements by sequen-

tially activating different MPs. By sequentially executing different MPs, the composed movement

is capable of executing actions covered by the different MPs. DMPs, on the contrary of ProMPs,

can not perform these types of combinations because each DMP model generates movements

by manipulating a set of wi parameters to shape the trajectory, thus modeling only one way of

executing a movement.

2.2 Viewport projection

Viewport projection or perspective projection is a technique widely used in robotics, vision

and games to project a 3D scene, visible by a camera or a human eye or any other visual sensor,

to a 2D plane. The conversion from 3D to 2D is useful because it allows to know what objects

are occluded – out of the field-of-view of the sensor and thus out of view – and how each object

is being perceived given their proximity to the sensor.

Viewport projection is done as follows: assuming that the points that define each object to

project are defined in the sensor’s coordinate system1 project the points from 3D to 2D and clip

out those with a position outside the currently visible area of the sensor.

The transformation between two coordinate systems uses the translation between the sys-

tems’ origins and rotation between corresponding axes on each system, to transform points

defined in one coordinate system into points defined in the other. Consider we have a scenario

like Figure 2.1, where point P is defined in a coordinate system A – PA – and we want obtain

the same point defined in system B – PB . We obtain PB from PA by applying transformation

BT
A as in (2.8).

PB = BT
A · PA, (2.8)

with PA defined in homogeneous coordinates in coordinate system A, PB the same point de-

1If not transform the points into the sensor’s coordinate system
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Figure 2.1: Coordinate transformation. Point PA is defined in the coordinate system A, but we need to
have it defined in coordinate system B. To achieve so, we apply transformation BT

A, as in
(2.9), to point PA to obtain the point’s position in relation to the origin of coordinate system B.

scribed in the system B and BT
A defined as

BT
A =

[
BR

A
BTr

A

0 1

]
, (2.9)

where BR
A is a 3× 3 matrix where each column defines, respectively, the rotation between the

x, y and z axes of each system and BTr
A = [BTr

A
x ,BTr

A
y ,BTr

A
z ] defines the translation vector

between the origin of each coordinate system.

Figure 2.2: Perspective transformation of a point P in a sensor’s 3D coordinate system — right — defined
by P3D to P ′ in the sensor’s 2D viewport — left — defined by P2D. A point defined in the
3D coordinate system of a sensor is transformed to the sensor’s viewport 2D coordinates by
applying transformation 2DT 3D, defined in (2.11).
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With each object to be projected defined in the sensor’s coordinate system, the next step is

to project the points that define each object to the sensor’s viewport. A sensor’s viewport is the

2D area visible to the sensor, limited by the sensor’s field-of-view (FoV) and the depth clipping

planes that define the depth space in which the camera perceives objects. Thus, the objective

of the viewport projection is to determine the tuple P2D = (x2D, y2D) from the 3D point definition

P3D = (x3D, y3D, z3D). Consider Figure 2.2, where we have a point P defined in the sensor’s

3D coordinate system, P3D, and we want to determine the corresponding point in the sensor’s

viewport, defined as P2D. Equation 2.10 shows how P2D can be obtained from P3D defined in

homogeneous coordinates.

P2D = 2DT
3D · P3D, (2.10)

with 2DT
3D defined as follows:

2DT
3D =


S 0 0 0

0 S 0 0

0 0 N 1

0 0 F 0

 (2.11)

Where:

S =
1

tan( fov2 × π
180 )

, N = − fp

fp− np
, F =

fp× np

fp− np
,

with fov, fp and np positive constants that give, respectively, the human’s field-of-view and the

defined closer and farthest planes between which the sensor perceives the scene.

The point P2D obtained from (2.10) is defined as a tuple with P2D = (x2D, y2D, z2D, w2D).

The x2D, y2D pair gives the point’s 2D position. The z2D coordinate remaps the 3D space into

the 2D space, causing objects closer to the 3D system’s origin to appear bigger, while objects

farther appear smaller. The w2D coordinate maintains the homogeneity of the transformation.

Usually, both z2D and w2D coordinates are 1, defining unit vectors, and thus we can extract the

P2D = (x2D, y2D) coordinates directly from (2.10). However, in special cases, one or both of the

(z2D, w2D) coordinates do not define a unit vector and in those cases, before obtaining the 2D

coordinates, x2D and y2D must be normalized as follows:

x2D =
x2D

w2D × z2D
, y2D =

y2D
w2D × z2D

.

Finally, the viewport defines a square area that only captures the 2D points where x2D and
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y2D are comprised between −1 and 1. Thus after obtaining the tuple P2D = (x2D, y2D), we must

check if the sensor captures the point or not, by checking if the point falls within the −1 and 1

boundaries.

2.3 Markov Decision Processes

A Markov decision problem (MDP) is a model for sequential decision problems in stochastic

environments. A MDP M is defined as a tuple ⟨X,A,P,R, γ⟩, with:

• X defining the state space;

• A the action space;

• P the state transition probabilities, where P (y | x, a) indicates the probability of moving

from state x to state y upon executing action a;

• R is the reward function, defined asR : X×A→ R, whereR(x, a) = E [Rt | Xt = x,At = a],

and Xt, At and Rt respectively denote the state, action and reward at time t;

• γ ∈ [0, 1) is a discount factor, indicating the relative importance of future rewards against

present rewards.

Solving a MDP amounts to computing an optimal policy π∗. A policy is a mapping from states

to actions describing which action the agent should take in each state, and we can define the

value associated with a policy as

vπ(x) = E

[ ∞∑
t=0

γtRt | Xt = x

]
,

where Xt and Rt are the state and reward at time step t, respectively. The optimal policy is

such that vπ
∗
(x) ≥ vπ(x) for all x ∈ X and all policies π. The value associated with the optimal

policy is denoted v∗, and we define the optimal Q-function as

q∗(x, a) = r(x, a) + γ
∑
y∈X

P (y | x, a)v∗(y).

The optimal Q-function can be computed in polynomial time using dynamic programming [80],

and the optimal policy can be computed from q∗ simply as π∗(x) = argmaxa∈A q
∗(x, a).
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In this chapter we discuss published research relevant to this thesis. We discuss works that

investigate the impact of different methods of communication in human-robot interaction. We

introduce the discussion incrementally, starting by exploring the importance of communication

in HRI and different ways robots have communicated with humans. After the initial discussion,

we go over approaches that use explicit and implicit communication. We start with approaches

where robots explicitly communicate intent and, therefore, are easier to deploy successfully. We

then discuss implicit communication approaches, more complex to deploy because the intent

robots communicate must be interpreted by humans. Legibility, a core concept in this thesis,

falls in this category. Afterwards, we discuss the impact of different approaches that use leg-

ible and predictable movements in HRI, particularly the impact on a robot’s expressiveness.

Finally, we move to more general human-agent interaction, discussing how implicit communi-

cation approaches – and more specifically legibility – have been deployed to improve agents’

transparency and interpretability.

3.1 Robotic communication in human-robot interaction

Communication is a crucial part of HRI because it allows humans and robots to interact and

understand each other. Communication between humans and robots in HRI has been studied

in settings like the use of speech or text to clarify the robot’s objectives and intentions [66, 88] or

to persuade the humans interacting with the robot to a specific course of action [82]; using facial

expressions to convey emotions as a reaction of the human’s actions [82]; combining gaze and

body movements to augment the teaching and persuasive capabilities of a robot [18, 46]; or use

lights to capture a human’s attention or signal to a human the robot needs assistance [6, 35].

Correct communication is essential from safety and efficiency perspectives in HRI and in

shared human-robot workspaces in general. Clear communication allows humans that share a

space with robots, to understand the robot’s intentions and its current internal state, improving

robot’s transparency and thus allowing humans to adapt their behaviours and actions accord-

ingly. Understanding the robot’s intentions helps preventing injuries in humans or damages to

the robot or surrounding environment due to the emergency changes to the robot’s actions [4,

47]. Correct communication impacts the efficiency of the interaction in numerous ways: improv-

ing reaction times and human comprehension of the robot’s objectives thus improving collabo-

ration efforts [11, 32] or progressing in interaction tasks that require information to be commu-

nicated [10, 35].
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Communication methods can be divided in two types: explicit communication where the

robot deliberately conveys information to a human by being explicit about what it is trying to

convey, such as speech or haptic communication; and implicit communication where the robot

communicates through its actions and behaviours and not in a deliberate way, requiring that

the human partner interprets what is being communicated, such as in the case of body motion

or facial expressions. Explicit and implicit communication can occur independently from each

other. Explicit communication imposes less cognitive load on the human because the robot

explicitly conveys its intentions to the human. However, may cause some awkwardness in

the interaction if overused, causing the robot to become extremely verbose contrary to normal

human-to-human interactions. In contrast, implicit communication makes interactions feel more

natural, given the human tendency to try and interpret social cues from the being humans

interact with, even causing humans to trust more the robots and feel more comfortable around

them [90].

Although both types of communication can occur separately and independently of each

other, humans combine both in order to improve communication and facilitate complex tasks

such as those that require coordination and/or collaboration. In such tasks humans might issue

a verbal, nodding or pointing instruction and reinforce the instruction with force applied in the

direction of the instruction [40].

3.1.1 Explicit communication in human-robot interaction

Given the simplicity of explicit communication in allowing for humans to easily understand

the robot’s intentions, the use of explicit communication methods has seen widespread usage

in HRI [7]. As Bauer et al. presented [7], explicit communication can occur under different

communication channels with some of them being speech, explicit gaze, facial expressions and

body gestures — such as sign language and hand signals — and haptic communication —

communication through the application of force to orient the receiver towards a certain course

of action.

Admoni et al. [2] discussed in their literature review that explicit gaze — eye movements

that are intentionally expressive, like gaze aversion to communicate thoughtfulness — has been

used is several HRI applications to augment speech communication. In the review, the authors

explored the usefulness of gaze in human-robot communication analysing the impact of gaze

in three categories: how humans perceive robot gaze and how it affects human behaviour; how

robot gaze can be used to improve human engagement and task participation; and, finally, what
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tools exist to generate robot gaze focusing in the mathematical and technological contributions

to HRI. The works covered in these three categories offer a vast overview over the use of gaze,

specially the first two categories, which focus more on the impacts and perceptions of gaze on

humans, offer interesting insights to applications of gaze. Regarding the perception by humans

of robot gaze, Admoni et al. found a common trend in the literature regarding gaze in multi-party

HRI: people notice more the robot’s gaze when it looks at them or close to them. Also, the use of

mutual gaze allows the robot to obtain human attention more frequently and direct that attention

to objects relevant for the interaction, causing humans to think of the robot as a social entity and

the interactions to feel more human-like. In learning from demonstration interactions, the use of

mutual gaze makes the human teacher feel that the robot is more interested and invested in the

task, leading to the human spending more time teaching the robot and paying more attention

to the learning robot [51]. Another interesting conclusion from the work of Admoni et al. is

related to robots used in the therapy of children with autism spectrum disorders (ASD), where

the use of gaze has shown a positive impact in the therapy leading to some children displaying

spontaneous social gaze behaviours in response to robots.

In the works of Correia et al. [24, 25], the authors developed a social robot to play the Sueca

card game, a team card game that places two teams of two playing against each other. The

robot used a combination of speech and facial expressions with gaze to communicate with

its partner and adversaries. The system would use encouraging sentences when addressing

its human partner, motivating the human to play better; and competitive utterances and facial

expressions when addressing its adversaries or when the adversaries would get the upper

hand. During these interactions, the robot gaze would focus on the person being addressed,

implicitly indicating to the humans who the robot was addressing. Correia et al. [24] showed

that the behaviours used in conjunction with the ability to play well lead positive interactions

and to trust in the robot by the humans interacting. Correia et al. [25], followed the previous

work with the Sueca playing robot and researched how differences in the social behaviours

of a robot impacted humans’ choice of teams. Again the robot combined speech, gaze and

facial expressions to interact with the humans playing the game. In this study, the authors

designed two different robot characters, one that focused more on winning the game and the

other focused on fostering team spirit. To build these two significantly different characters,

the authors designed the win focused character using more competitive utterances, showing joy

when its team was winning and anger when losing; and, the team focused character assuming a

more supportive role, displaying sadness instead of anger when loosing. The study conducted,
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placed the robots playing in opposite teams and each human participant would partner with each

robot once and at the end of each interaction the participants would rate each robot. With this

work, the team of Correia et al. studied the factors driving humans to choose teams and how the

social behaviour exhibited by a robot can impact the choice, concluding that team performance

and personal characteristics were the principal aspects that impact the choice. One interesting

insight from the work is how the use of explicit communication, in the form of speech and facial

expressions, allowed for the design of significantly different robotic characters to which humans

ascribed different personalities but also personal preferences.

The work of Lackey et al. [64] shows the use of hand gestures to coordinate a team com-

posed of human military personnel and robots during deployment in different types of military

operations. In this work, the authors explore the possibility of using hand gestures by a soldier

to order a robotic partner to follow a person of interest and inform about changes, while the

soldier moves to a better positioning for the mission’s purpose. Hand gestures were also the

focus in the work of Kattoju et al. [56], with the exploration of the usage of hand gestures in

conjunction with speech commands to again direct a robot during a military operation. In this

latter work, the soldier-robot team had to gather intelligence about two buildings surrounded by

obstacles, with the human using gestures and simple speech commands to orient the robot’s

actions. The results of the study show that the use of hand gestures allowed for the robot to

better understand the human’s orders both when used in alternative to speech and when used

simultaneously with speech.

Explicit communication is not restricted solely to the aforementioned channels of commu-

nication, although these are the most commonly used. In some of our own work [35], we use

lights combined with body movements to allow a robot to communicate with humans. In this

work, a non-anthropomorphic spherical robot — Sphero — capable only of emitting light in dif-

ferent colors and rolling around in the floor had to guide human participants from the room the

study began to a stand with candies in another room. The scenario in this study consisted of a

room arranged to look and feel like a living room where the participant began and a teleoperated

Sphero would come in after. The interaction was composed by a brief introduction phase where

the human participant could interact freely with the robot and a second phase where the robot

would try to guide the participant from the inicial room to another room where the bowl with

candies awaited. During the entire interaction the Sphero robot used light signaling combined

with body movements to capture the participant’s attention, display emotions and finally trying

to convince the participant to follow the robot from the initial room to the second one. The re-
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sults of the interaction show how the combination of explicit communication using light signaling

with implicit communication through body movements allowed a simple non-anthropomorphic

robot, with few communication capabilities, to display complex behaviours such as convincing a

human partner to follow it.

These works, highlight the power in the simplicity of explicit communication methods: allow-

ing to create multiple robotic characters, communicating emotions, give orders in a team and

create interactions that feel natural. Although explicit communication channels are the main

methods of communication in the works explored, several of them used implicit communication

methods to support the communication. Thus, implicit communication, like the body movements

in [35], are important in fluid and natural interactions between humans and robots.

3.1.2 Implicit communication in human-robot interaction

While explicit communication has been widely used in robotics to improve robots’ communi-

cation skills, a common trend in works of HRI is to combine it with some sort of implicit commu-

nication channel. In Faria et al. [35] the movements of the robot were combined with the lights

to get the participant to follow it and in Lackey et al. [64] the use of gestures was accompanied

with eye contact and intensity of contact to convey the urgency of the order. The combination of

explicit and implicit methods is important because the use of explicit communication on its own

can lead to interactions feeling unnatural, since humans are used to read communication cues

from other humans (and animals) to better understand their intentions [40].

Implicit communication is the type of communication that deals with these “communication

cues” and uses them to enrich the interaction requiring that the recipient interprets the received

signals [7]. Examples of such communications are body posture and movements, implicit gaze

such as looking to a person when addressing it, proactive task execution and action planning.

Another aspect that makes implicit communication important is evidenced in the work of

Wang et al. [94], where high context cultures — cultures where people have close connections,

where most behaviours are not explicit and communication is mostly implicit [45] — like Ko-

rean and Chinese cultures, people expect and accept better the use of implicit communication

methods over the use of explicit communication.

Implicit communication is extremely powerful, allowing for humans to complete tasks with

minimal or even no verbal communication. As in the case of Calisgan et al. [12], where a study

showed humans’ techniques to complete a collaborative tangram puzzle experiment without
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using verbal communication. During this study the participants took turns placing or orienting

tangram pieces to completely fill a rectangular frame. The authors identified a set of implicit

body posture and gaze communication participants used, signaling that their turn was over:

resting the hands on the table, crossing the arms, joining hands in front of the body, stepping

back from the puzzle or looking up to the partner. All of these implicit cues in combination with

other more explicit ones such as pointing to the partner and indicate they could go, allowed

the various teams of participants to communicate with each other and complete the puzzles

assigned.

Li et al. [67] have also researched the question of non-verbal implicit communication using

implicit gaze instead of body movements and posture. The work focus on developing a system

to be used by assistive robots in activities of daily living, that uses implicit gaze — gaze cues

that allow to interpret the person’s intentions and desires — by tracking the user’s gaze and

detecting what objects the user focus the most. The resulting system was showed to be able to

identify the intentions of the participants when looking at a virtual kitchen, showing that implicit

gaze is a good tool for robots that have to interact with humans.

Breazeal et al. [10] showed that combining implicit and explicit communication would lead

to more effective collaborations than using only explicit communication. In this study, a human

would have to guide a robot (Leo) through a task. First the human would teach the names of

the buttons to Leo and then ask Leo to turn them on. The task is simple, however possible

errors in communication can lead to a cascade effect that if undetected would lead to the task

failing. The results show that when implicit and explicit communication were used, the human

was able to understand quickly, from the robot’s implicit reactions, situations where there was

a communication error between himself and the robot. On the contrary, in the case of only

explicit communication where the robot only provided information regarding the buttons when

prompted, humans took longer to recognize errors in communication. The ability to understand

early communications errors created better human mental models of the robot’s behaviour and

knowledge, leading to shorter task execution times.

In Baraka et al. [6], an autonomous robot — CoBot — navigates a University department.

The CoBot is tasked with guiding visitors to their destinations, communicating with humans us-

ing speech while using light signaling to reveal its internal state. The transparency of a robot’s

internal state is an important aspect in human-robot interaction, however at any given time the

internal state can include a number of different parameters that humans may not understand.

As such, in [6], the authors focused on studying how to reveal relevant information for the in-
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teraction about the CoBot’s internal state using light signaling. Three scenarios were selected

to study the approach: waiting for a human input, blocked by a human obstacle and showing

task progress to a user. The three scenarios were chosen because they represent situations

the CoBots find themselves in frequently. The results of this work show that using light signal-

ing in these scenarios improved the CoBots’ communication capabilities, supporting the speech

communication with humans.

Another work that shows the impact and importance of combining implicit and explicit com-

munication methods is the work in the INSIDE project1, a project whose focus was to develop a

robotic system to help in the therapy of children with ASD. The system developed in the INSIDE

project [71], used a combination of explicit communication through speech, sounds and facial

expressions and implicit communication through body movements, implicit gaze and lights. The

system was tested in a hospital during real therapy sessions, where the therapist was assisted

by the robot in therapeutic tasks. During these sessions, the therapist and the robot tried to elicit

from the child social behaviours like responding to requests, answering to questions, demon-

strating empathy, among others.

In one of these activities the robot would find its path blocked by an obstacle and the child

would have to remove the obstacle from the way. Before explicitly asking for help, the robot

would try to move around the obstacle implicitly communicating to the child that it wanted to

progress its movement that way. On another task, to elicit emphatic behaviour in helping the

therapist, the therapist would knock over a tower made of blocks and the robot would focus

its gaze on the blocks on the floor as an implicit indication the child should help. Besides

these specific occasions, where implicit behaviour was the main communication channel, other

implicit behaviours where used to enrich the interaction, such as the use of lights to signal if the

robot was happy or sad with how the session was progressing. The results from these therapy

sessions [71] show how the robot was able to engage in social interaction with children with

ASD, showing the potential of robots in aiding the therapy of these disorders.

As we have discussed, implicit communication is essential for a robot that needs to inter-

act with humans, not only in supporting the use of other explicit communication methods, as

with [10, 35, 71], but also as a standalone method of communication when other methods of

communication are unavailable, as with [12, 67]. Among implicit communication methods, one

of the most commonly used is body movements.

1http://gaips.inesc-id.pt/inside/
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Body movements as implicit communication

Body movements are commonly used given their usefulness as most are cross-cultural and

humans are capable of comprehending them without being previously taught their meaning [34].

As seen in Wang et al. [94], cultural upbringing has a significative impact in human perception

of robots, robotic communication and impacts human-robot collaboration efforts. Thus, using a

method of communication like body movement is necessary for universal integration in societies,

because it is of easy comprehension across different cultures. An example of body movements

as a useful communication tool is the work of Rodrigues et al. [86], regarding the use of body

movements to support the oral discussion of different subjects in human-to-human interactions.

In this work, the team observed that body movements were used to get the attention of other hu-

mans, show that current speaker has finished speaking and support in conveying the emotions

regarding a personal experience.

Body movement is also useful for humans to gather information of people they interact with.

As observed by Moral et al. [76], doctors that are trained in using communication cues from

body movements, among other implicit communication cues, are able to give better treatment to

the patient, who regards them as more respectful, thus improving the physician-patient relation.

Body movements have also showed usefulness in HRI communication, as a primary com-

munication channel. Lee et al. [65] conducted a study where they placed participants in a virtual

reality setting of a pedestrian crossing a crosswalk with an autonomous vehicle approaching the

crosswalk. The study aimed at testing the impact of the yielding behavior of the vehicle — slow-

ing down before the crosswalk — on the participant’s intent to cross and trust the vehicle. The

study’s results lead to the conclusion that the vehicle’s yielding behavior positively impacted

the pedestrian’s trust in the vehicle stopping, leading to the pedestrian to cross without feeling

the need to double check the car. Body movements have shown promise in improving simple

non-anthropomorphic robots with few communication capabilities, as in the case of the work

previously explored of Faria et al. [35]. In this work, body movements combined with light sig-

naling made possible for a Sphero robot to elicit free form interaction with humans, culminating

in the humans following the robot from the room the study started to another room.

As these works have shown, body movements are extremely useful to implicitly communi-

cate intent. However, some movements are easier to understand than others. For example in

[35], although people followed the robot, when asked what the robot meant to convey with a

movement designed to convey the intention "Follow Me!", only 32% of the participants correctly
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associated the movement with the intention. Thus, body movements in robots need to be more

expressive, making the association between the movement and the intention clearer. This is

the idea behind two movements designed by Dragan et al. [29, 31] — legible and predictable

movements — that intend to maximize the information conveyed regarding the robot’s intention.

3.2 Legible and predictable movements

Dragan et al. [31] defined predictable and legible movements, two types of motions that

tackle the problem of communicating intentions. Predictable movements aim at making move-

ments that are stereotypical and match expected behavior to achieve an objective; while legible

movements aim at making movements that are easy to understand and enable quicker inference

of the robot’s intent.

The concept of predictable movement or motion was defined by Dragan et al in [31] as

follows

Definition 1 Predictable movement is a movement that matches what an observer

would expect, given the goal GR.

While the concept of legible movement or motion was defined as

Definition 2 Legible movement is a movement that, when observed by a human, al-

lows the human to infer the robot’s goal GR, with elevated confidence and as quickly

as possible.

We leave the formalization of both definitions to Section 4.1.

The definition of these two types of movements makes them “fundamentally different and

often contradictory” [31], given how the inference between the action executed and the action’s

goal is performed.

In the case of predictable movements, the action’s goal influences how a human infers the

action executed, as such the goal of the robot influences human’s expectation regarding its

movement. Consider the scenario described in Example 1 where a robot has to fill the cups of

water held by John and Mary. If the robot already filled John’s cup, both humans would expect

the robot’s to fill Mary’s next and the movement to be as straight as possible towards Mary’s

cup. So, the goal of filling Mary’s cup influences the movement the humans expect to see.

On the other hand, in the case of legible movements the movement of the robot — the action
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executed — leads to the human inferring the action’s goal. As such the robot’s action influences

human expectation of what is the robot’s goal. Considering again the scenario in Example 1.

When the robot still has to fill both Mary and John’s cups and starts to move towards John’s

cup, while maximizing the distance towards Mary’s, both humans expect the robot to fill John’s

cup. Thus, the movement influences the humans’ expectation about the robot’s goal.

3.2.1 Impact of legibility and predictability in human-robot interactions

The works of Dragan et al. on legibility [29, 31] have driven the community to research

the impact of legible movements in HRI. Dragan et al. [32] presents one of the first studies

that researches the impact of legible and predictable movements in conveying information to

humans. In this study the authors compared legible, predictable and movements generated

with a general obstacle avoidance motion planner, in a collaborative task where a robot helped

a human in fulfilling orders in a coffeeshop scenario. With the study, the team concluded that

legible movements lead to more fluid collaborations between the robot and the human, as well

as making the human partner feel more comfortable while interacting with the robot.

However, the omniscient view in the initial definition of Dragan et al. did not correctly repre-

sent how a human perceives a robot’s movement, because the human is limited by the current

point-of-view over the task. In order to create a more correct model of the human perspective,

Nikolaidis et al. [79] proposed an extension to the legibility model that accounts for human per-

spective. In the extension, Nikolaidis et al. propose that instead of taking the original trajectory

described in the world space, the trajectory be projected into the human viewport before apply-

ing the optimization process. Thus, the optimization procedure can produce changes that have

a real impact in the human’s perception of the task and improve the understanding of the robot’s

intent.

Besides these initial works, the impact of legibility in human-robot interaction has been re-

searched under numerous premises and assumptions and explored in different scenarios. In

a systematic review by Ajomshoae et al. [4], legible motions were considered among the main

methods to improve trust and transparency of a robotic system, thus increasing human con-

fidence in robots and team efficiency in human-robot collaboration tasks. The link between

legibility and system transparency comes from legibility reducing the ambiguity between pos-

sible objectives and making clearer the robot’s intentions. As concluded by Alonso et al. [3],

improving the system’s transparency and corresponding increase of trust in the system makes

humans delegate more tasks to robots and decreases errors caused by incorrectly perceive
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robot’s internal state.

Legible and predictable motion applications have been various, exploring different scenarios

of human-robot interaction, specially scenarios of human-robot collaboration. These works have

focused on single-user tasks to gauge the impact of legible and predictable motions in HRI and

given insights in: improving task efficiency through combining legibility and human intention pre-

diction [19, 99]; improving the efficiency of maritime ship maneuvers in human-robot teams [97];

or in developing new communication avenues between humans and multi-robot systems [13].

In the field of HRI, human-multi-robot communication has shown a low development of com-

munication methods for proximal interactions. To tackle this lack of research, Capelli et al. [13]

proposed the application of the concept of legibility to the group movements of the robots that

compose the system. Thus making easier for the human interacting with the multi-robot sys-

tem to understand each group’s objective. The authors validated the approach using a study

conducted in virtual reality, where a human user interacted with multiple multi-robot teams. The

results of the study show that using legible movements allowed the users to be more correct

and take less time to correctly predict each team’s objectives.

Zhu et al. [99] and Chang et al. [19] explore the impact of legibility and prediction of human

intention in human-robot collaboration (HRC) tasks. Zhu et al. [99] researched how the appli-

cation of legibility to the domain of sequential decision-making impacted efficiency in HRC. In

this work, the authors designed a collaboration assembly task where the robot had to guide

the human towards the correct assembly. The system had to predict, from a pool of possible

solutions, what solution the human currently thought was the correct and act accordingly. The

results showed that the combination of prediction of the human’s objective with a legible choice

of what piece to assemble next, lead to less time to complete the task and less errors than when

combining prediction with a simple efficiency based approach. The work of Chang et al. [19] fo-

cus on the direct impact of legibility and intention prediction in collaborative manipulation tasks.

The authors compare the impact of intention recognition against no intention recognition and

legible versus predictable movements in a task where the user and the robot have to empty

two cups into corresponding bins. The results of this study suggest that the combination of in-

tention recognition with legible motions may lead to improved collaboration efforts in tasks with

concurrent objectives.

Another field where legibility has showed positive impacts is in the field of driving autonomous

vehicles. In [97], Woerner et al. explored the use of legibility in autonomous vessels to improve

communication with human driven vessels in maneuvers of overtaking and head-on or crossing
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encounters. Given the restrictions imposed by the COLREGS rules — set of internationally

agreed rules for collision regulation — the only possible communication through movement for

vessels navigating in open waters is a change in heading — either turning slightly to the left or

right — or change in velocity. The system was tested by placing one human controlled vessel

interacting with five autonomous vessels, with each vessel having to reach a point in a straight

line across from the starting position. The placement of each vessel was planned to cause

simultaneous overtaking, head-on and crossing encounters. Using legible movements, the au-

thors designed a system capable of interacting with human driven vessels in open water and

flag vessels that do not conform with COLREGS rules.

The effects of legible and predictable motions in HRI have been widely researched, with a

clear tendency for legible motions to improve the conveyance of intent by robots. The literature

spans various areas, from the impact in collaboration tasks to the driving of autonomous land

and maritime vehicles. However, most works focus on researching the impact of legible motions

in interactions between one human and one or multiple robots. The impact of legible motions in

the interaction between one robot and multiple human users is largely unexplored, and needs to

be investigated, because these interactions are common in society and correct communication

in such occurrences plays a crucial point in the integration of robots in society. More broadly,

legibility can play a crucial role in rendering the decision process of artificial agents more in-

terpretable by human users. The extension of legibility beyond robot to more general decision

processes is, therefore, an important and unexplored avenue for research.

3.3 Legibility in decision-making

Explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) is a line of research focused on build intelligent sys-

tems that are capable of explaining to humans the reasoning behind their behaviours, decisions,

actions and recommendations. However, each XAI system is defined for a specific context be-

cause explanations are context dependant and also depend on the expectations of the system’s

user [43].

The importance of XAI systems is a fact known since when artificial intelligence (AI) systems

were mostly developed as expert systems that supported human decision making, through the

use of a knowledge base. However, XAI has received new attention from research and industry

in recent years [28]; motivated by systems with the ability to provide explanations, about their

internal decision processes, being preferred by users, developers and regulators over systems
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without these abilities [23].

Most approaches to improve AIAs’ transparency have focused on making more transpar-

ent technical aspects of AIAs such as the reason behind application failures [5, 14, 28], or the

inference processes of complex decision process like deep learning approaches [1, 89, 95].

However, most of this approaches focus on the interpretability of AIAs and in making agents ex-

plainable from a user perspective, i.e. the agent justifies its actions by presenting its reasoning

after deciding, instead of making the reasoning clear while deciding. The growing intertwining of

AIAs with society, has extended the use of these agents beyond simple tools and applications

we use, to become peers and collaborators with whom humans interact. In this sense, AIAs

need to be transparent during the entire decision process instead of just at the end of the inter-

action [4]. This avenue of research has been explored in the work of Chakraborti, Sreedharan,

and Kambhampati [15], where the authors propose a planning technique named MEGA (Multi-

model Explanation Generation Algorithm) that balances generated plans with the explanations

needed for that plan to be optimal for an external observer. MEGA offers a planning approach

that does not require the external observer to ask the agent to explain its internal state, but

offers it as a complement to the generated plan thus making the agent more transparent. How-

ever, during an interaction a human or other external observer, an agent cannot simply explain

its reasoning in an explicit manner: not only because it makes the interaction feel unnatural [10,

40], but also because the agent’s partner may be occupied with another task and cannot give

the agent time to read its explanation. So, for an interaction feel natural an autonomous agent

must be naturally transparent and its actions easily explainable by the agent’s partner’s model

with little need for the agent to provide explicit explanations [87].

The ability of legible motions to shape motions to become more expressive has made this

notion a good candidate to create more transparent AIA systems [4]. Alonso and De La Puente

[3] present a review of literature that gathers several works on transparency in shared auton-

omy workspace and explore different methods of increasing transparency. In this review, the

authors conclude that legibility is one of the most common methods to increase transparency

by modelling the system’s behaviours to become easily interpretable and understood by external

observers. Chakraborti et al. [16] provide a taxonomy of the concepts of legibility, explicability

and predictability, which have had some overlapping applications. The authors define plan ex-

plicability measures how close a plan is to the expectations of an observer regarding a specific

goal or planning problem, and plan predictability as a special case of plan explicability where

the plan is explicable and unambiguous about possible plans. In contrast, plan legibility focus
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on reducing the ambiguity over possible goals without prior knowledge of the agent’s goal, so

plan legibility is closely related to plan transparency.

The usefulness of legibility in making more transparent robots has led to legibility being used

beyond robotic motions. Habibian and Losey [44] designed a framework to divide the subtasks

of a more overarching task between humans and robots, using legible and fair allocations. The

designed framework does a bilevel optimization: the first level is an optimization for the allocation

of the subtasks, such that the human clearly understands what the robots’ are doing and what

subtasks are left for the human to do; then the second level of optimization focuses on optimizing

the robots’ motions to create motions that are in line with the decided allocation and thus, when

observed by the human, allow him to understand what are the robots’ intentions. With this work,

we can observe how the notion of legibility can be applied beyond robotic motions to create

allocations that are easily understood by humans, making easier for humans to understand

their role in the task and how they can collaborate.

Legibility has been successfully applied to decision-making in scenarios where action out-

come is deterministic. MacNally et al. [70] formalize the problem of legible decision-making as

a Goal partially observable Markov decision problem (POMDP) [53], where the agent’s goal is

to choose the actions that transform an initial state belief b0 into the goal belief state bG. Using

this formalization, the authors design a method for action selection, in deterministic scenarios,

that chooses the sequence of actions that constitutes the plan that achieves bG and best dis-

ambiguates the intended goal state from other possible goal states. Kulkarni, Srivastava, and

Kambhampati [63] also explored the use of legibility for decision-making in deterministic sce-

narios, focusing on its application in adversarial and cooperative environments. The authors

propose a framework that uses legibility to create more transparent plans in cooperative tasks

and to obfuscate plans when the agent is in an adversarial environment. In the proposed frame-

work, the authors use a classical planning formulation where the heuristic function – that helps

in deciding the next action to add to the plan – uses the concept of legibility to measure the

ambiguity of each possible action and choose the less ambiguous action (in cooperative envi-

ronments) or the most ambiguous actions (in adversarial environments). Following the work of

Chakraborti et al. [16], Sreedharan et al. [92] propose a general framework for the generation

of explicable, legible or predictable plans in deterministic scenarios. The users define Gener-

alized Human-Aware Planning Problem (G-HAP) as a planning problem where the underlying

cost function defines the type of plan the agent will generate.

The notion of legibility has also been applied to scenarios of planning under uncertainty.
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Miura, Cohen, and Zilberstein [75] present a formulation of legibility for MDPs, named legible

Markov decision problem (L-MDP). In L-MDP, the agent focus on choosing, at each time step,

the most optimal action that also maximizes the information transmitted to an observer about the

agent’s goal. To accomplish such optimal and legible behaviour, the agent reasons about the

observer’s belief of the agent’s objective given the history of the observed agent actions. The

observer’s belief regarding the agent’s intentions is modelled using the multiagent framework

of interactive POMDPs (I-POMDPs) [41]. By reasoning about the observer’s belief – using

this reasoning to drive the planning algorithm – the agent can derive a legible policy that best

disambiguates the agent’s goal [74]. The legible policy is obtained by iteratively updating the

assumed observer’s belief and with the updated belief simulate the possible actions – using a

method like UCT [60] – to find the one that best disambiguates the agent’s goal. The results of

a user study, conducted by the authors, showed that the resulting legible policies are capable

of better transmitting the agent’s intentions than using standard optimal policies. However, the

nature of legible Markov decision problem (L-MDP) makes its planning complexity similar to that

of POMDP, limiting its applications to small scale state spaces as the planning can become

intractable in large scale state spaces.
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4
Legibile movements in multi-party

scenarios
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In this chapter we introduce our first contribution: an extension of the notion of legibility to

scenarios involving the interaction with multiple users. We start in Section 4.1 with the formal

definition of predictable and legibile motions, according to Dragan et al. [31], whose impact in

HRI we discuss in Section 3.2.1. Section 4.2 presents an exploratory study on the impact of leg-

ible motions in multi-party interactions. In Section 4.3 we contribute multi-user legibility (MUL),

an extension of the notion of legibility for multi-party interactions that takes into consideration

that each user interacting with the robot perceives the movement differently. In the same section

we present the results of a study that addresses Question RQ 1 and shows the positive impact

of MUL on human-robot interactions. Finally, in Section 4.4, we tackle the problem of generating

legible movements for multi-party interactions in joint space. This is a problem motivated by the

formulation of legibility considering trajectories defined in cartesian space, which may lead to

movements unfeasible by the robot and require the movement to be adapted, losing some of

the legibility.

4.1 Definition of predictable and legible motions

Both predictable and legible motions, as defined by Dragan et al. in [31], are based on

humans applying the principle of rational action to robots [26, 38]. The principle of rational

action, as formulated by Karl Popper [84], states that a rational agent will act efficiently and

justifiably to achieve its goal. As such, by applying such principle to robots, humans expect

robots to move as rationally as possible to achieve their goals, with a reason behind every

action.

A predictable motion is an “efficient” movement and tries to minimize an arbitrary cost func-

tion C. It is designed to be not surprising and to match what a human expects the agent to

optimize, making use of the principle of rational action. The inference of the goal of a pre-

dictable motion can be modeled as

IP (GR) = argmin
ξ∈ΞS→GR

C(ξ),

where GR denotes the robot’s goal and Ξ the set of trajectories towards GR. This expression

allows to design a metric that evaluates how predictable a given trajectory ξ as follows

Pred(ξ) = exp(−C(ξ)) (4.1)
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A legible motion uses the human application of rational action over robots, by shaping a

robot’s movement to emphasize the movement’s objective — if a robot does not move “effi-

ciently” to the goal there must be a reason behind such behavior. To shape the trajectory,

legible motions leverage animation principles to create trajectories that are readable [93] and

that encourage “anticipatory” movements [39]. Using these principles, a legible movement con-

veys the most relevant information for goal prediction in the beginning of the movement — by

bringing the robot as close as possible to its objective, while moving as far away as possible

from other possible objectives. Thus, allowing the user to infer the goal from a snippet of the

movement observed. In legible movements, goal inference can be modeled as

IL(ξS→ξ(t)) = argmax
G∈G

P (G|ξS→ξ(t)), (4.2)

where ξS→ξ(t) denotes the observed snippet of movement, G the set of possible goals and

P (G|ξS→ξ(t)) models the probability of goal G being the objective of the snippet observed.

P (G|ξS→ξ(t)) is computed using Bayes’ Rule,

P (G|ξS→ξ(t)) ∝ P (ξS→ξ(t)|G)P (G), (4.3)

with P (G) the prior on the goals and P (ξS→ξ(t)|G) modeling the probability of the observed

trajectory snippet being observed when the robot is moving towards goal G as

P (ξS→ξ(t)|G) =

∫
ξξ(t)→G

P (ξS→ξ(t)→G)∫
ξS→G

P (ξS→G)
=
P (ξS→ξ(t))

∫
ξξ(t)→G

P (ξξ(t)→G)∫
ξS→G

P (ξS→G)
. (4.4)

Assuming the use of the principle of rational action, the user will expect the robot to minimize a

cost function C. However, it is unlikely that all other possible trajectories will surprise a human

observer. Thus, P (ξA→B) can be approximated by exp(−C(ξA→B)) and with this substitution,

(4.4) becomes

P (ξS→ξ(t)|G) ∝
exp(−C(ξS→ξ(t)))

∫
ξξ(t)→G

exp(−C(ξξ(t)→G))∫
ξS→G

exp(−C(ξS→G))
. (4.5)

As shown by Dragan et al. in [30], to avoid computing the integrals in (4.5) the probabilities can

be approximated using Laplace’s method. By approximating C as a quadratic, its Hessian is

constant, and according to Laplace’s method,∫
ξA→B

P (ξA→B) ≈ k exp(−C(ξ∗A→B)),
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with k a constant and ξ∗A→B the optimal trajectory starting in A with goal state B. Applying this

change into (4.5) and using it in (4.3) we obtain:

P (G|ξS→ξ(t)) ∝
exp(−C(ξS→ξ(t))− C(ξ∗ξ(t)→G))

exp(−C(ξ∗S→G))
P (G). (4.6)

The expression in (4.2) allows the design of a metric that evaluates the legibility of a move-

ment and choose the most legible movement. A legible movement allows the human observer

to predict the robot’s goal correctly, confidently and as quickly as possible. So, a legibility metric

must give high values to trajectories that have high P (G|ξS→ξ(t)) and achieve these high values

as early as possible. The legibility metric can then defined as

Leg(ξ) =

∫
P (GR|ξS→ξ(t))h(t)dt∫

h(t)dt
, (4.7)

where P (GR|ξS→ξ(t)) is as defined in (4.6) normalized across all goals in G and the function h

is a weighting function, that gives more weight to earlier parts of the trajectory.

A following work by Dragan et al. [29], proposed a method that uses (4.1) and (4.7) to

generate either predictable or legible motions using a gradient ascent approach. To generate

legible motions, in each iteration, the process improves the legibility score of the trajectory ξ

following

ξi+1 = ξi +
1

η
M−1∇Leg(ξ),

where M is used to measure the norm of a trajectory such that ∥ξ∥2M = ξTMξ and ∇Leg(ξ)

is the gradient of (4.7). To generate predictable movements the equation uses the gradient of

(4.1).

In the same work, the authors define a possible cost function C as the sum of squared

velocities given by

C(ξ) =
1

2

∫
∥ξ′(t)∥2dt

that encourages smooth trajectories that go straight to the goal.

4.2 Legibility in multi-party interactions

Not much work has been done in exploring if the results obtained in single user interactions

also apply to multi-party interactions. In multi-party scenarios the human partners are not solely

focused on the robot to read cues regarding their intentions, but also have to account for the
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Figure 4.1: Scenario layout. The robot on the right serves each of the users on the left. The cups are
filled by no particular order and the participants should respond to the robot’s movement.

other human (or robot) partners and deduce their respective objectives.

Thus, we conducted an exploratory study where we compared the performance of legible

motions with predictable motions. We chose predictable motions as the control group because,

according to [32], this is one of the preferential types of motion for collaboration tasks and also

because this type of motions aims at being efficient at the eyes of a human. In this study, we

used a cafeteria like scenario where an autonomous robot, serving as a “bartender”, has to

pour a cup of water to one of several users. In our scenario, a Baxter robot interacts simultane-

ously with multiple human users, successively pouring water in the cups held by the users (see

Fig. 4.1). As the human users tend to approach the bartender when they believe that they will

be served next, interaction is more effective if the motion of the robot can be easily interpreted

by the different users.

In order to address this scenario, we developed an interaction control system for the Baxter

that comprises three modules: a vision module that identifies the position of each cup using

a Kinect camera; a decision module that selects which cup to fill next and generates the cor-

responding movement; and a social interaction module, responsible for making the interaction

feel more natural by using facial expressions and/or speech.

The decision module uses ProMPs to generate the robot’s serving motion. Serving motions

are learned from demonstration and designed to take into account principles of predictability

and legibility. In particular, at each moment the decision module decides the cup to serve and
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generates a predictable motion or a legible motion.

Besides the two models of legible and predictable motions, we designed and compared a

third type of motion, dubbed the hybrid motion. This third motion, described in Section 4.2.1,

uses an empirically designed rule base system to decide to execute either a predictable or

a legible motion, depending of factors such as the number of cups remaining to serve and

the proximity between the intended cup and other cups to serve. This hybrid motion tries to

maximize the robot’s expressiveness, by taking advantage of the changing configuration of the

workspace during interaction.

Section 4.2.2 presents the main results and insights from this first exploratory study.

4.2.1 Hybrid movement

During an interaction, the robot should be able to select, in runtime, whether a legible motion

or predictable motion is more adequate, depending on the current context of task. We thus

developed an approach that, given a target cup and the task context (e.g., the state of the

other cups and the position of the different users), decides whether to perform a legible or a

predictable motion. The selection is done by checking whether a legible movement towards the

target cup would be more expressive than executing a predictable movement. This verification

relies on the following criteria:

• When the intended target is closely surrounded by other possible targets, a more direct

(predictable) movement is preferable to a wider (legible) movement;

• When the intended target has other possible targets on one side alone, a legible move-

ment from the side with no other targets is preferred to a more predictable movement;

• When the target has other possible targets nearby, on the side that the robot will approach

— e.g., when the robot is reaching the leftmost cup with the right arm and there are other

cups on the right of the objective cup — a predictable movement is preferred to a legible

movement;

• Finally, if there is only one target remaining or there is no ambiguity regarding intended

target, a predictable movement is preferred.

To determine when a target is sufficiently close to affect the expressiveness of a legible move-

ment, we tested different configurations and found that, for distances smaller than 50cm be-

tween possible targets, people find legible movements to be more confusing than predictable
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Figure 4.2: Average time that each participant took to understand that the robot was serving him/her,
organized per movement type.

movements. We used this value as the minimal distance that a cup should be from other cups

on the side of the executing robot arm for the robot to execute a legible motion. We also con-

cluded that when the distance between targets is close to the diameter of a cup, a predictable

motion is preferred to a legible one.

4.2.2 Discussion of the study results

The exploratory study had a total of 33 participants, recruited from the Lisbon area, out of

which 22 were male and 11 were female. Their ages ranged from 19 to 33 years old, with a mean

age of 23 years old. The participants were randomly matched in groups of three, according to

the availability of each participant. Each group of participants interacted with the robot three

times, one for each motion type (predictable, legible and hybrid). The order of the different

motion types was randomly selected, to prevent influence across groups of users. And each

interaction consisted of three movements of the robot, one for each cup. For the purpose of the

study, and to prevent a serving pattern that the participants could exploit, the robot randomly

selected the next cup among those that were reachable and not yet served. Such random

selection also forced the participants to be focused on the motion of the robot.
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Figure 4.3: Average time that each participant took to understand that the robot was not serving him/her,
organized per movement type.

To evaluate the performance of legible motions in multi-party scenarios, we analyzed ob-

jective measures such as time taken to recognize either if the robot was moving to fill the cup

held by the user or held by another user (see Figures 4.2 and 4.3) and the number of wrong

predictions for each user. Through the administering of a subjective questionnaire after each

interaction, we also evaluated the perceived animacy, intelligence and capability of the robot as

well as the perceived fluency of the task.

The results of this first exploratory study show agreement with previous results in the litera-

ture, namely the conclusions of Dragan et al. [32] regarding how legible motions allow human

users to have a better grasp of the robot’s intentions. However, some results give unexpected

insights regarding the use of legible motions in multiple user interactions.

The first result that we find important, and also unexpected, is that there was no significant

difference, in terms of wrong predictions and of time that took between the robot starting to

move and people understood the robot’s objective, between predictable and legible motions.

On the contrary, the hybrid motion allowed users to take significantly less time to react when

compared to both legible and predictable motion. This is interesting and unexpected because,

following prior work, we expected legible motions to contribute for less reaction times and total
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task times than the predictable motions. However, this lack of difference leads us to conclude

that the workspace configuration and the existence of other users play important roles on peo-

ple’s interpretation of the robot’s objective based on its movements.

Further analysis of the differences in performance between legible and predictable motions,

shows that legible motions have a tendency to lead to faster reaction times than predictable

motions for users to recognize they are the target of the movement, see Figure 4.2. However

the same tendency almost disappears when users have to recognize they are not the target

of the movement, see Figure 4.3. These results point to the users’ perception influencing how

legible movements convey intention, since movements that are not focused on the user are not

as informative as the ones focused on the user.

Another result that is important is that giving the robot the freedom to choose between ex-

ecuting a predictable and a legible motion, depending on the workspace configuration, leads

to better collaborations, both in terms of the time it takes for the participants to understand the

robot’s intentions and in terms of them to "read" the movement and adapt better to it.

The fact that both the perceived capability and intelligence of the robot did not show a sig-

nificant difference is interesting, since it proves that even if the robot does a less natural or less

rational movement - like executing a more wide movement - as long as it behaves as supposed

(it fulfills its collaboration role) people think he is capable and intelligent.

Overall, the results of this study suggest that legible motions have a positive impact on

multi-party interactions, with hybrid motions leading to consistently faster reaction times and to

standard legible motions showing a tendency to lead to faster reaction times. Another aspect

that supports the positive impact of legible motions is that predictable motions lead to more

task errors than legible and hybrid motions combined. Although the difference in errors was not

statistically different, suggests at predictable motions being more confusing.

4.3 Multi-party legibility

As discussed in Section 3.2 and concluded in our initial exploratory study on legibility in

multi-party scenarios, the use of legible motions allows for users to better understand the robot’s

intentions.

However, in some multi-party interactions the robot interacts simultaneously with all the

users, each with a different PoV over the task. For example, in the scenario of our initial study

a robot sequentially serves cups of water held by different human users standing around the
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robot; in [24] a robot plays a game of cards, simultaneously interacting with three human users

sitting in different sides of the same table; [54] describe a scenario in which a robot is deployed

as part of a surgical team to support the staff. In all of these scenarios, for a robot to use legible

motions it must be able to generate movements that are simultaneously legible for all partners

involved; otherwise, it could optimize the legibility for one partner but reduce the legibility for

another one, causing deception regarding its intentions to the other partners.

Having different PoVs over the same movement causes a movement to be perceived dif-

ferently from each and for the movement to be legible for all the legibility metric should be

influenced by the legibility for each PoV. Thus, we propose that the standard single-user legibil-

ity (SUL) model should be extended to a multi-user legibility model, where the legibility metric

is a combination of the perceived legibilities for each point-of-view. Under this MUL model, the

resulting movements would not maximize individual legibility, as happens with SUL, but would

maximize the combined group legibility, creating movements that make all the users better un-

derstand the robot’s movement and not just part of them.

In order to improve group legibility, MUL needs to incorporate information regarding the

perceived legibility of each of the task’s users. However, the integration of information regarding

the different perceived legibilities must be such that no user is favored over the other users.

Otherwise, we could fall back in the situation of single-user legibility where the robot’s movement

gives more information to part of the users. Thus, the MUL model averages the perceived

legibilities of the users giving equal weight to all users. We decided to give equal weight to

all the users because different PoVs give different perspectives over the workspace and may

contribute to better or worse information. Thus, without previous knowledge regarding which

perspectives are better, attributing different weights to each PoV could give more importance

to perspectives that offer worse information and create trajectories that would decrease legible.

Also, by giving the same weight to all users’ perspectives we can guarantee that the movement

would always be kept in the FoV of each user, thus keeping the resulting movement always

visible for all users.

4.3.1 Definition of multi-party legibility

We now formalize the notion of multi-user legibility. This notion is based on the single-user

legibility notion from Nikolaidis et al. [79], an extension to the definition by Dragan et al., that

projects the trajectory to the user’s PoV. This extension allows for the resulting trajectory to be

more expressive for the user’s perspective than the omniscient view used by Dragan et al.
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Consider a trajectory ξ
W

, defined in Cartesian space, as

ξ
W

= [[x1, y1, z1], [x2, y2, z2], . . . , [xT , yT , zT ]] (4.8)

where T is the number of time points in the trajectory. In MUL, the legibility of trajectory ξ
W

in a

setting comprising N users is defined as

LegMUL(ξ) =
1

N

N∑
n=1

Legn(ξW ),

where Legn(ξ) is the single-user legibility of trajectory ξ as perceived by user n, which we refer

to as LegSULn
. According to Nikolaidis et al., for LegSULn

to create legible movements we

must take into account how the movement is viewed from the PoV of the user. Thus, Nikolaidis

proposes, in (4.6), projecting the robot’s trajectory from the world space to the user’s viewport

before computing the cost function, thus capturing the observing user’s expectation in the user’s

viewplane instead of in the world space. This defines a new cost function C̄(ξ) as follows

C̄(ξ
W
) = C(ξ2D) = C(2DT

H(ξ
W
)) (4.9)

2DT
W (ξ

W )) = 2DT
H · HTW · ξ

W
(4.10)

where 2DT
H defines a viewport projection between from the 3D human coordinate system and

HT
W defines the transformation between the 3D world coordinate system and the 3D human

coordinate system, following Section 2.2.

Plugging the legibility expression of MUL, the update step for the optimization in Equation

4.1 becomes

ξi+1 = ξi +
1

η
M−1∇LegMUL(ξ), (4.11)

with

∇LegMUL(ξ) =
1

N

N∑
n=1

R−1
n · ∇LegSULn

(ξ), (4.12)

R−1
n is the inverse of the rotation between the world coordinate space where ξ was defined and

the nth human’s coordinate space in homogeneous coordinates and

∇LegSULn
(ξ) = ∇Legn(ξ2D(t)) · ∇Pn(ξ(t)),
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where ∇Pn(ξ(t)) is the gradient for the 3D to 2D perspective transformation of the trajectory ξ

to for human partner n, accounting for how the trajectory varies in the user’s perspective during

the task, defined as

∇Pn(ξ(t)) =


S

(FNz2
t−Fzt)

0 −Sxt(2Nzt−1)
N2Fz4

t−2NFz3
t+Fz2

t

0 S
(FNz2

t−Fzt)
−Syt(2Nzt−1)

N2Fz4
t−2NFz3

t+Fz2
t

 ,
having S, N and F as defined in Section 2.2 and ∇Legn(ξ2D(t)) the gradient of the legibility

in (4.7), as described by Dragan et al. in [29], for the trajectory defined in the nth human user

viewport.

Applying R−1
n converts ∇LegSULn

(ξ), defined in the 3D human coordinate system, back to

the original world orientation, allowing to combine the gradients from the different perspectives.

4.3.2 Simulations

Having our model defined, the next step is to guarantee that our model works properly. Thus

we compared the performance of the model versus the SUL model by simulating various scenar-

ios of collaborative interactions. In these simulations we compared the legibility metrics of each

trajectory after being optimized either with the MUL model or with the SUL model. We chose

a scenario with three different objects organized on top of a table and three human observers.

Considering that in this scenario we had three observers, we optimized the movement once

using the MUL model and three times using the SUL model — each time taking into account

the PoV of a different human observer.

To test the resilience of the model, we optimized the movements for each of the three objects

on the table to account for changes caused from reaching for different objects in the same con-

figuration of objects. Another important aspect of the resilience is to changes in the workspace,

so we also simulated for different configurations of the objects on the table, to account for differ-

ent relative placements of the objects and their impact of the resulting movements.

In total, we performed 48 optimizations, 12 using MUL and 36 using SUL — 12 for each

human PoV. We then computed the average group legibility for each of the 48 optimized trajec-

tories.

We decided to compare each MUL optimization with the SUL optimizations for the same

configuration and target, resulting in 36 comparisons, because the model’s objective is to opti-

mize the overall legibility for the group. The comparisons show that MUL generated trajectories
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achieved a better group legibility in 69% of the optimizations (25 out of 36). Also, several op-

timizations using SUL created trajectories that would go outside one or multiple of the other

partners’ field-of-view and with MUL that did not occur, thus resulting in trajectories that are

safer to interact with, since they are always in view.

Finally, regarding the 11 cases where a SUL optimization resulted in a better group legibility

than MUL, this might be due to a human having a privileged perspective on the task — the

human partner’s FoV gives a very good perspective over the workspace — allowing SUL to take

better advantage of the PoV than MUL. The reason for this is that MUL equally considers the

contributions of each user’s PoV and as such, if there is the special case of a PoV offering a

particularly advantageous perspective of the task, that PoV is weighted down by the others less

advantageous PoVs.

4.3.3 Experimental evaluation

To explore whether considering the combination of the different users’ points-of-view posi-

tively impacted the perceived legibility of a movement, we conducted a study through Amazon’s

M-Turk1. In this study, each participant watched 3 sets of videos of trajectories executed by a

robot. The trajectories observed were optimized using MUL or SUL, testing how the trajectories

generated with the two approaches differed when observed by humans.

Setup

In the study conducted, we focus on the impact of robot motion. So, we designed a task

setup that minimizes distractions from the movements. We replicate a scenario where the robot

has to execute a collaboration task with 3 other humans, thus creating an experience similar to

what would happen in real life with multiple users.

The scenario resembles a room in a house, where the robot and the three users are placed

around a table with three objects on top of it - a soda can, a rubber duck and a telephone. The

three objects were placed in a single line, evenly spaced between them and with the humans

equally distant from the table. User 1 is placed across from the robot, looking in its direction

and Users 2 and 3 are placed on each side of the robot, facing each other. Figure 4.4 shows a

diagram of the setup.

Given the focus in developing expressive movements, the scenario was reduced to a section

1https://www.mturk.com/
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User 2

User 1

User 3

Figure 4.4: Setup of the user study. In the center a table with three objects on it – a soda can, a rubber
duck and a telephone – and around the table three users looking towards the objects and the
robot. Each of this users has a different point-of-view allowing to evaluate the perception of
each user regarding the movements of the robot.

where the robot has to pick an object on top of a table, with the human partners observing the

movement from different PoVs. By focusing on just the movement, we could remove distractions

unrelated with the movements, giving more focus on the impact of the movement on the users’

perception. With the three users in different sides of the table, the movements are perceived

with significant differences because of the difference between the PoVs. Thus, we can study

the impact different optimizations have on how each user perceives the resulting movements,

specially we can compare how optimizations that focus on one PoV fare against optimizations

that consider all the PoVs available. Also, by reducing the scope of the interaction to just the

movement of picking one object, we reduce the amount of perceptual noise focusing on the

movements and the participants have less contextual information to help them in predicting the

robot’s objective, giving more focus to the movements and the information conveyed by them.

Design and hypotheses

As discussed previously, we developed this model to explore the research question:

In interactions with multiple users simultaneously, does combining their perceived views of a

robot’s movement improve the movement’s legibility?
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Figure 4.5: Example of a movement towards the soda can, as seen from the point-of-view of User 3,
starting with the robot arm in a rest position, with the gripper hovering between the robot and
the table.

Hypothesizing that:

H1 Humans will consider a movement generated using multi-user legibility clearer than when

generated using single-user legibility.

H2 Humans will understand quicker and more confidently the robot’s target, when faced with

a movement generated using multi-user legibility than with one generated with single-user

legibility.

The study followed a between-subjects, with each group being a different optimization ap-

proach — optimized with MUL or optimized with SUL. The choice for a between-subjects design

aimed to prevent a lengthy and tiring questionnaire given that to ensure an equal distribution of

participants across the different conditions and points-of-view each participant would have to

watch several different videos, which would cause a risk of decreased performance by the end

of the questionnaire. Finally, because there were three different PoVs, there were three different

SUL movements for each of the objects stemming from optimizing the movement for each PoV.

So, each participant watched 3 sets of 3 videos, each video with different length — 6, 12 and

18 seconds, all using either MUL or SUL optimized movements. After each video the participant

was asked to predict what object the robot was going to grab and rate how confident they were

in their prediction. At the end of each set, the participant would watch a 20 seconds video with
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the full movement and was asked if the movement matched its prediction and if not, why did the

participant predict another object. After watching the 3 sets of videos the participant would have

to rate how clear the three movements were.

To prevent participant bias towards choosing the same target between sets of videos, we

randomized the target of the robot between sets and reminded the participant that it was a

different movement and as such the target might change.

All videos were recorded using the WeBots simulator, an open source simulator developed

by Cyberbotics [73]. Figure 4.5 show a movement of the simulated robot towards the soda can

on the table, as viewed from the perspective of User 3, as recorded in the WeBots software.

Results and analysis

We recruited 315 participants using amazon’s mechanical turk (M-Turk), after removing

those that failed the control question, with approximately 98% from the USA and the remain-

ing 2% distributed across Canada, Australia and the UK. We restricted the participation on the

questionnaire to these four countries to reduce language barrier problems. The participants’

age varied from 23 to 76 years old and an average of 42 years old. An analysis of the education

level of the participants shows that 60% have a higher education degree and 90% have finished

at least high school. Regarding the occupation of the participants, 94% are employed and 2%

are students.

Before analyzing the performance of the MUL model against the SUL model, we aggregated

the results of the SUL models into one single metric, otherwise we would not be comparing

the performance of the MUL model against the SUL model but the MUL model against specific

instances of the SUL. A direct comparison between MUL and specific instances of the SUL

model would not be correct, because the SUL model is dependent on the PoV of the user

and if a PoV offers a specially advantageous or prejudicial view of the movement it will cause

comparisons that do not reflect a normal interaction.

With the questionnaires we measured the average perceived clearness of the movements,

the time taken to correctly predict the robot’s target and the average confidence in the prediction.

We considered that a wrong prediction of the target was considered as taking the full length of

the video to make a decision. For correct predictions, we considered that the time taken to

predict was the earliest a participant answered correctly without wrongly predicting afterwards,

i.e. if a participant correctly predicted the target in the 6 seconds video, but predicted wrong

in the 12 seconds video and in the 18 seconds video went back to the correct prediction, the
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Figure 4.6: Boxplot comparing the results for the perceived clearness of the MUL model and the aggre-
gated SUL models. The average for each model is marked with a dot.

participant took 18 seconds to predict.

To analyse the confidence in the prediction we combined the scores for each 6, 12 and 18

second videos as in [79]. For the clearness of the movements, as each participant only rated

the clearness of the movements after observing the three sets of videos, we did not perform

any type of pre-processing on the data.

Finally, we conducted a normality test that showed us that all three measures — perceived

clearness, time taken and confidence in prediction — did not follow a normal distribution, so all

the analyses of the three measures used non-parametric tests.

An analysis of the perceived clearness allows to answer hypothesis H1, if using the MUL

model generates clearer movements than using the SUL model. We conducted a Mann-Whitney

test that showed MUL was considered significantly clearer by users than SUL, U = 7277.5, p =

0.006, with MUL achieving an average clearness of 7.338 and SUL achieving 6.4580, thus sup-

porting hypothesis H1. Figure 4.6 shows a boxplot comparison between both models.
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Figure 4.7: Average time to correctly predict the target according to the model used, with standard devia-
tion.

To answer hypothesis H2, we analysed both the time taken to predict what target the robot

was going to grab and the confidence associated with said prediction. Again, we conducted

a Mann-Whitney test to compare the two models for both the time and confidence measures.

Applied to the average time taken, the Mann-Whitney test showed people took significantly less

time to correctly predict the robot’s target with MUL optimization than with SUL optimization,

U = 75722, p = 0.037. Figure 4.7 shows that on average participants paired with the MUL model

took 10.234 seconds to correctly predict the robot’s target, while participants paired with the SUL

model took 11.331 seconds.

A follow-up analysis of the results show a significant difference between both models in

the number of participants that needed 6 and 18 seconds to predict the correct target. In this

analysis we ignored answers that wrongly predicted the target, since we were interested in
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Figure 4.8: Boxplot comparing the confidence in the predictions between the MUL model and the aggre-
gated SUL models. The average for each model is marked with a dot.

understanding how early a participant could correctly predict, when paired with each model. A

Mann-Whitney test showed that participants paired with MUL model where more prone to need

only 6 seconds to correctly predict the target than when paired with SUL, U = 47324, p = 0.004,

with 79.6% of the participants paired with MUL needing only 6 seconds to correctly predict

against 68.5% when paired with SUL. The inverse tendency was verified, with a Mann-Whitney

test showing a bigger tendency for participants paired with SUL to need 18 seconds to correctly

predict the target than when paired with MUL, U = 47477, p = 0.001, the results show that 21.5%

of the participants paired with SUL took the full 18 seconds when only 10.8% of the participants

paired with MUL took as much time.

Regarding confidence in prediction, the Mann-Whitney test conducted showed participants

are significantly more confident in their predictions with MUL than with SUL, U = 43971.5, p <

0.001. An analysis of Figure 4.8 shows that when paired with MUL, on average, participants
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rated their confidence in the prediction as 6.046 out of 10 and when paired with SUL the value

dropped to 5.163. The results of these two tests support hypothesis H2.

Discussion

Overall, the results in Section 4.3.3 support our premise that, in a multiple user interaction,

combining the perceived legibilities of the movement, from the users’ perspectives, increases

the legibility of the movement for the group. By combining the different perspectives, the move-

ment’s optimization is influenced by the perspectives all the users’ have of the movement thus

creating movements that, although not the most legible for a single user, improve the legibility

for all the users involved, which in turn improve the users’ deductions of the robot’s objectives

independent of a particular user’s perspective. Improving the overall group legibility, instead of

a single user, insures a more fluid and safer interaction since it gives all users a better under-

standing of the robot’s current objective.

One specific finding that shows the usefulness of the MUL model over the SUL model is that,

when paired with MUL, participants showed an increase of about 10% in correctly predicting the

robot’s target in the first 6 seconds of observed movement. This is an especially positive aspect

because legible movements are supposed to allow users to understand the robot’s intentions as

quick as possible to give them more time to adapt safely and efficiently.

Finally, when reading the reasons the participants gave when the prediction was not correct,

the most common justifications for both models were that, from their perspective, the movement

would pass too close to another object leading to incorrect predictions. However, we also ob-

served that, in the participants paired with the SUL model, there were others that justified the

wrong prediction because from their point-of-view the movement seemed to pass by the correct

object and moved towards another object or seemed to have sudden changes in directions.

These aspects caused some participants to think that some videos in the same set were from

different movements. These results for the SUL model are in line with some of the results we

observed in the exploratory study in Section 4.2, where some users complained that given their

perspective they thought the robot was moving towards them and moved towards the robot.

4.4 Multi-party legibilty in joint space

Trajectories defined in joint space are advantageous for robot control because the trajectory

is always feasible by the robot, since the trajectory is described as a sequence of joint con-
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figurations that respect the physical limitations of the robot. Also, defining trajectories in joint

space allows for the optimization of the trajectory to always respect the robot’s limitations and

the resulting optimized trajectory to be feasible.

Legibility as defined in [31] uses cartesian space trajectories to capture the human’s ex-

pectations towards the robot’s movement. This approach is useful because it offers a simple

formulation to model human expectation of how the robot should move rationally. The cartesian

representation also allows the approach to be robot free, thus applicable to a myriad of robots.

However, the cartesian representation has two main drawbacks stemming from not considering

the physical limitations of the robot. The first drawback is that by considering a robot free ap-

proach, the optimization process may result in a trajectory unfeasible by the physical constraints

of robot used. In turn, forcing to find the points closest to the optimized trajectory that the robot

can reach, which will affect the robot’s legibility.

The second drawback is the need to perform inverse kinematics on the resulting trajectory

to get the sequence of joint configurations for the trajectory. Inverse kinematics is a computa-

tionally heavy procedure that does not guarantee a single solution for the joint configuration of

a specific point, thus leading to possible sequences of joint configurations that represent trajec-

tories with significantly different joint configurations. These differences force the robot to move

with high accelerations to follow the configuration sequence, causing increased strain of the

robot’s mechanical system.

Given the drawbacks inherent with performing the legibility optimization solely in cartesian

space, we consider important for the trajectory to be defined in joint space. Thus, considering

now trajectory ξθ, defined in joint space as

ξθ = [θT
1 ,θ

T
2 , . . . ,θ

T
N ],

where N is the number of timesteps in the trajectory and q the robot configuration in joint space

as defined in Section 2.1. Equation (4.10) that expects the trajectory defined in Cartesian space

becomes

2DT
W (ξθ) = 2DT

H · HTW · FK(ξθ), (4.13)

where FK(ξθ) is the forward kinematics transformation for the used robot. Forward kinematics

is a method that uses the kinematics equations of a robot to compute the end-effector position

and orientation given a specific joint configuration. With (4.13) we can use a trajectory defined

in joint space and easily compute the legibility of said trajectory. However, to correctly optimize
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the trajectory and prevent trajectories that do not respect the physical limitations of the robot we

must be able to convert back to joint space before the update step of the optimization in (4.11).

To perform this reverse conversion, Equation 4.11 becomes

ξi+1 = ξi +
1

η
FK−1

(
M−1∇LegibilityMUL(ξi)

)
(4.14)

where FK−1 defines the inverse of the forward kinematics transformation. Usually to revert a

forwards kinematics transformation, a inverse kinematics operation is performed to obtained the

joint values from the end-effector position and orientation. However, as previously discussed

the problem of inverse kinematics does not have a singular solution and also it is not designed

to convert gradients back, making impossible to use inverse kinematics in this case.

In this work, in order to solve the problem of converting from Cartesian space to Joint

space without using inverse kinematics, we use the principles of resolved motion rate con-

trol (RMRC) [96]. RMRC is a technique to move a robot’s end-effector from a starting position

to a target position without solving the inverse kinematics problem. Instead using the rate of

change of the robot’s joint angles for a given rate of change of the robot’s end-effector. The

process is rooted in the following linear transformation that gives the end-effector position as a

function of the rate of change of the joint angles

ẋ = J · θ̇, (4.15)

where q̇ defines the rate of change of joint angles for the robot, ẋ defines the velocity of the

end-effector and J is defined as the partial derivatives in order to θ in the form

J =
[

δx
δθ1

δx
δθ2

. . . δx
δθN

,
]

being N the number of joints in the robot. Thus, by inverting the relation in(4.15) we obtain a

function for the rate of change of the joint angles given the end-effector’s velocity

θ̇ = J−1ẋ (4.16)

However computing the inverse of J is not trivial, because J is not guaranteed to be invertible.

The solution for this problem requires the computation of the pseudoinverse of the Jacobian,

J#, changing Equation (4.16) to

θ̇ = J#ẋ (4.17)
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Figure 4.9: Example trajectory of a robot executing a legible trajectory optimized in joint space – green –
and in cartesian space – orange. The dashed lines are the trajectories resulting from both op-
timization approaches and in continuous line are the same trajectories executed in the WeBots
simulator using the IRB4600-40 model. As can be observed, the green trajectory – optimized
in joint space – presents little difference from the theoretical to the real movements, the or-
ange line however in the later half of the movement can not replicate the theoretical movement
given the robot’s constraints. In blue we can see the original trajectory before being optimized.

Applying (4.17) to (4.14) yields

ξi+1 = ξi + J#

(
1

η
M−1∇LegibilityMUL(ξi)

)
, (4.18)

the updated expression for the gradient of legibility of MUL, allowing for the update of the trajec-

tory to be performed in joint space instead of Cartesian space. In Figure 4.9, we can observe

the differences between optimizing a trajectory – trajectory in blue – in joint space and in Carte-

sian space. The robot used in this simulation was the IRB4600-40 from ABB2. In orange we

present a trajectory optimized in joint space and in green optimized in Cartesian space, for

both movements we present a dashed line showing the theoretical movement resulting from

the optimizations and in a continuous line the movement executed by the robot in the WeBots

simulator. The most noticeable difference is that in joint space the trajectory does not present

2https://new.abb.com/products/robotics/industrial-robots/irb-4600/
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as steep a curve as when optimized in Cartesian space, this is justified by the IRB4600-40’s

physical limitations that do not allow him to achieve the same points as in the Cartesian space

optimization that is not limited by robot’s physical constraints. However, for the trajectory opti-

mized in Cartesian space, the robot only could match the expected movement for the beginning

of the trajectory ending up missing the later half of the movement completely, contrary to the joint

optimized trajectory that closely matched the expected movement, thus showing the advantage

of having a trajectory optimized in joint space instead of Cartesian space.

4.5 Chapter summary

In this chapter, after an initial exploratory study about the impact of legibility in multi-party

interactions, we explored how to define the notion of legibility for robotic movements in multi-

party interactions. The results from the exploratory study guided us in understanding that, in

multi-party interactions, a legible motion may have different interpretations depending on the

human’s perspective of the robot’s movement.

So, in our definition of legibility for multi-party interactions, we combine each human’s move-

ment legibility into a single movement legibility for the human party. We also showed, in an user

study, that our notion allows for robot to be more transparent regarding its intentions than when

using the formulation from Dragan et al. [31].

Finally, we explored how to create multi-party legible movements directly in joint space in-

stead of in cartesian space, thus avoiding having to transform the obtained trajectory from carte-

sian space to joint space.
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5
Legible Decision Making
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Legibility is a concept that can have positive impact beyond the scope of robotic movement.

The need for expressiveness is not essential only for robot’s movements. During an interaction

with other agents, an artificial intelligent agent (AIA) may need to be expressive regarding its

decisions and actions, namely in collaborative tasks or tasks with conflicting goals. In these

types of interactions, a legible decision making process would empower a robot with the ability

of making its intentions clearer and give other agents interacting with the robotic agent more

time to understand and adapt to the robot’s actions. More broadly, autonomous systems that

are transparent regarding its intentions are preferred by human users, since humans find easier

to interpret these systems’ intentions and goals, even when the human is simply an observer

and does not interact directly with the agent.

The idea behind legible decision-making is to shift the focus from plain optimal decision

towards optimal decision making that conveys information regarding the agent’s intentions. To

achieve such behaviour, the agent must balance optimizing the underlying reward function, with

maximizing the information conveyed by the agent’s actions.

In this chapter we present the work done in exploring question RQ 2, focused on the appli-

cation of legibility to decision making. We start in Section 5.1 by discussing in more detail the

main advantages of legible decision-making. In Section 5.2, we describe our proposed frame-

work for legible decision making using MDPs and in Section 5.3, we present the evaluation of

our proposed framework.

5.1 Legible decision-making

An autonomous agent’s behaviour is governed by its underlying reward function, a function

that values the agent’s actions in terms of its preferences and objectives. So, decision-making

systems focus on optimizing the long term reward of an agent, thus maximizing the agent’s

preferences. However, focusing solely on being optimal may lead to a loss of clarity regarding

what are the agent’s current objectives, specially in scenarios with multiple objectives. The field

of explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) focuses on solving this problem of building systems that

maintain optimal behaviours and are also clear about their reasoning, thus improving agents’

transparency and interpretability [23, 43]. Legible decision-making focus on creating decision

making processes that are optimal and transparent about the agent’s current goals [3, 4].

Having transparency in AIAs is extremely important in tasks that require interaction with other

agents, because the coordination between agents relies on understanding each other’s goals,
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thus avoiding get in each other’s way. Moreover, in interactions that require collaboration, agent

coordination is essential to task completion. Consider again Example 1 from Section 1, where

a robotic agent has to collaborate with two humans to fill their cups with water. In that example,

the robot starts by filling the cup of the person on his left, despite the fact the movement might

be more difficult to interpret because the robot is holding the water pitcher on the right hand. In

this example, it would more clear to fill the person on the right of the robot, since the robot was

holding the pitcher with the hand on that side and so the robot’s movement would be easier to

interpret, leading to better coordination between the robot and the humans.

Transparency in AIAs’ intentions is useful beyond interaction with other agents. Consider the

problem of machine teaching, where a system is trying to learn the model of how to behave from

a teacher (either human or AIA), who is providing examples of the correct behaviour [100]. The

system trying to learn the correct behaviour policy needs to correctly infer the teacher’s goal

in order to better learn the underlying reward function. So, the teacher’s examples need to be

transparent, regarding the teacher’s goal, so the student system needs less examples to learn

the best behaviour policy. Otherwise, the student system will require more examples to correctly

infer the teacher’s underlying objective function, specially if the task being taught has similarities

with other possible tasks. Consider we have an autonomous car learning how to drive a human

from home to a new work site, the human may supply examples of shorter trajectories that pass

by other points of interest, such as the human’s dentist or the human’s parents house; these

trajectories represent optimal behaviours, however can cause the autonomous car difficulty in

inferring the human’s goal, since the trajectories share examples with other possible goals for

the human. So, it would be better to give the car less ambiguous examples, so it could learn the

end goal faster.

As discussed in Section 3.3, legible decision-making has already been successfully applied

to deterministic scenarios. Deterministic scenarios assume that the outcome of an action is

guaranteed to always be the same, i.e., an agent that tries to move to another room always

succeeds. This kind of scenarios are useful for planning tasks such as task scheduling or

path planning, where the decision-making process deals with more macro level decision points.

However, deterministic scenarios do not correctly represent real world interactions because in

the real world an agent’s action may not always lead to the same outcome, i.e., an agent that

tries to move to another room may find the room’s door closed and so remains in the same room.

So, the real world is better modelled as a stochastic environment, where an agent’s action has a

certain chance of leading to the intended outcome but also has a chance of leading to a different
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outcome. For stochastic scenarios, legible decision-making has been successfully used in the

framework of legible Markov decision problem (L-MDP) from Miura, Cohen, and Zilberstein [75].

The framework of L-MDP applies legible decision-making to stochastic scenarios as a spe-

cial case of interactive POMDP (I-POMDP) [41]. I-POMDP is a multi-agent framework defined

for an observing agent (i) and on observed agent (j) and an extension of POMDP to multi-agent

settings. A L-MDP is described as a tuple

L−MDP = ⟨S,A, P, γ,Θ, B,R⟩ , (5.1)

where:

• S, A, P , and γ are as defined in Section 2.3;

• Θ is a set representing possible intentions/goals/capabilities of the agent;

• B : H∗ → ∆|Θ| represents the assumed belief of the agent given a history H∗ and ∆|Θ| is

a simplex on Θ;

• R : S×A×∆|Θ| → R is the reward function describing how desirable it is to take an action

give a state and a belief b ∈ ∆(Θ).

The value function of a L-MDP is defined as:

V π
H(s) = E

[
H∑
t=0

γR(B(ht))|S0 = s, π

]
, (5.2)

with H the finite planning horizon.

Given the dependence on the interaction history, L-MDP does not verify the Markov property

and so cannot be solve with traditional MDP methods like Value Iteration. Actually, the authors

in [74] propose to use UCT to simulate stochastic sequences that make the history needed to

solve the L-MDP. This method has a major drawback, which the authors discuss, of making

L-MDP intractable for large state spaces and planning horizons.

5.2 Policy legible MDPs

An optimal policy π∗ describes the most efficient way an agent can solve an MDP. However,

the optimal policy does not guarantee the decisions to be clear to an observer and may cause

doubts regarding what the agent is trying to accomplish. In Fig 5.1 we can observe, in blue, a
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Figure 5.1: Example of maze-like environment with two goals, A and B. The blue arrows indicate a
possible action sequence following an optimal policy, while black arrows indicate an action
sequence following a legible policy (which is also optimal).

possible sequence of actions prescribed by an optimal policy, for an agent moving in a maze

world scenario, towards the objective B in that world. We can observe that the optimal policy

leads the agent to objective B while going through A. An observer that did not know the robot’s

intentions could, upon observing the initial actions of the agent, confuse the robot’s goal to be

A rather than B.

We propose to adapt the notion of legibility to MDPs to yield policies that offer both a solution

with high expected reward and make clear the agent’s current objectives. To achieve such

policies we introduce PoLMDP. A PoLMDP is defined in the context of an environment with

N different objectives, each represented by a different reward function rn, n = 1, . . . , N , and

thus defining a different MDP – MDP1,MDP2, . . . ,MDPN . A PoLMDP is described as a tuple

⟨X,A,P, rleg, γ, β⟩, with X, A, P and γ are as in Section 2.3, rleg defines the legible reward
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function and measures each action’s legibility in each state, and β is a non-negative constant

that defines how close the legible function follows the optimal expected reward.

Following the original definition of Dragan and Srinivasa [29], we define rreg to measure the

legibility of an action a in state x by evaluating how likely it is that a is executed given that the

current goal is defined by reward rn, in opposition to performing the same action when trying

to achieve another possible objective. In Figure 5.1 we can observe, in black, the decision

sequence prescribed by a PoLMDP policy, for an agent moving in a maze-like scenario towards

objective B. The action sequence prescribed by PoLMDP focus on moving the agent away from

objective A as soon as possible, while getting closer to B.

We define our legible reward function rleg for a target reward rn as

rleg(x, a) = P (rn | (x, a)), (5.3)

where

P (rn | (x, a)) ∝ P ((x, a) | rn)P (rn).

This is similar to Equation 4.3. However, instead of observing a movement snippet, we observe

the current state and action performed as indicators of the robot’s intentions. We choose this

representation because, in a MDP, each decision step is an independent event and as such the

probability of executing an action a in state x is not influenced by possible states and actions

that preceded the current state. This way, we need only observe the current state-action pair to

infer the robot’s intentions. Considering a uniform distribution as the prior on the probability of

observing each goal, we can simplify the previous expression as

rleg(x, a) = P ((x, a) | rn). (5.4)

This probability reflects how probable is executing an action in a world state when trying to

achieve one specific objective against when it tries to achieve another possible objective. We

follow the same maximum-entropy principle adopted by Dragan and Srinivasa [29] and define

P ((x, a) | rn) as

P ((x, a) | rn) =
exp(βQ∗

n(x, a))∑N
m=1 exp(βQ

∗
m(x, a))

, (5.5)

with β the parameter in the PoLMDP description tuple and Q∗
rn the optimal Q-function for MDPn.

From (5.5), an action a is more legible the larger the gain of executing it in MDPn in comparison

to the gain of performing a for other possible goals. The policy obtained using the reward in (5.4)
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promotes actions that guide the agent towards its intended goal, while increasing the agent’s

expressiveness.

5.2.1 Relation with other approaches

The approach taken in our PoLMDP is closest with the L-MDP of Miura, Cohen, and Zilber-

stein [75]. Both approaches offer formulations of legibility for MDPs, differing on the approach

taken to compute the legible policy. In the formulation of L-MDP, the MDP builds a reward func-

tion from a belief bt that, at each time step t, translates the observer’s inferred goal from the

actions of the agent observed up to time step t. The authors propose update the belief bt as

follows

bt (θ|ht) = P (θ|st−1, at−1, st, bt)

=
T̂ (st−1, at−1, st|θ) π̂ (st−1, at−1|θ) bt−1 (θ)∑
θ′ T̂ (st−1, at−1, st|θ′) π̂ (st−1, at−1|θ′) bt−1 (θ′)

,

with θ the agent’s goal, T̂ is the assumed transition for a given θ and π̂ the agent’s policy for a

given θ. The reward is computed from either the Euclidean distance or KL-divergence between

the observer’s (estimated) belief, bt, and the belief b∗ translating the correct goal

dist(bt, b
∗) = DKL(bt || b∗) =

∑
θ∈Θ

bt(θ) log
bt(θ)

b∗(θ)
.

The dependence of the reward on bt introduces a dependence on the history of the process,

rendering L-MDPs not amenable to the use of standard MDP (or POMDP) solution techniques.

Our approach circumvents the dependence on the history by pre-computing b(θ) using (5.5)

and can be obtained from that of Miura, Cohen, and Zilberstein [75] by instead considering the

distance between beliefs given by the Total Variation (TV) distance

dist(bt, b
∗) =

1

2
DTV (bt || b∗) =

1

2

∑
θ∈Θ

|bt(θ)− b∗(θ)|,

where b∗ is an indicator function for the agent’s goal. The KL-divergence, used by Miura et al.,

is a special case of f -divergence with f(x) = x log x, while the TV-distance we use in PoLMDP

is a special case of f -divergence with f(x) = |x− 1|.
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5.3 Experimental evaluation

In this section we present the evaluation of our framework. Our evaluation aimed at answer-

ing three main questions. The first question was

How does how framework of legibility compare with that of L-MDP from Miura et al. [75] in

terms of (i) legibility of the computed policies and (ii) computational efficiency?

To answer this question we compared the performance of the two frameworks, in a simulated

Maze World scenario, in terms of the average legibility of the solutions obtained and the average

time to obtain the solutions.

The second question of this evaluation was

Do PoLMDPs lead to policies that more explicitly indicate the goal of the agent’s actions?

To answer this question we compared the number of examples required for an agent to infer

goal of a PoLMDP agent against the examples required when observing an optimal agent.

The final question of this evaluation was

In an interaction with human users, does a robot using a legible policy generated by PoLMDP

convey its intentions faster than using a standard optimal policy?

To answer this question we conducted an online user study, where each participant played a

guessing game with either a PoLMDP agent or an optimal agent.

We will now explain the scenario used in the three evaluation steps, detailing the motivation

for using the chosen scenario, and afterwards we present the three evaluations performed.

5.3.1 Evaluation scenario

In our evaluations we used the maze world scenario, where a robot had to navigate and

reach one of various coloured areas scattered in the maze. These areas would serve as the

different goals the robot could be aiming to accomplish. The robot had available five different

actions: moving up, moving down, moving left, moving right and no operation. When moving in

the maze, the robot had a 15% chance of failing the action and staying in the same location.

The maze world scenario chosen is a scenario widely used to compare agents and robotics

frameworks and is interesting because it serves as the base to model different real world sce-

narios, e.g. the plan of a building during a search and rescue mission or the floor plan of a

warehouse with robots retrieving different items to deliver. Besides being a common scenario
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for comparisons in simulated environments, the maze world scenario is an environment that

could naturally occur in an interaction between humans and autonomous agent systems. Thus,

by using a maze world we can reuse the same environments across the different evaluations,

allowing for the obtained results to applied across evaluations. The 15% chance of failing and

staying in the same place introduces stochasticity and does not impact the legibility of the robot

in the case of a failure. Other options would be for the robot to veer off course in a failure, but

by veering off course we would be introducing artifacts that could impact the legibility in unfore-

seen ways and thus impact the measured levels of legibility. Also, the option of having a failure

of movement instead of veering off course was motivated by the fact that, in the user study, a

participant could find weird the robot moving in a diagonal when indicated that the robot could

only move up, down, left or right.

5.3.2 Comparison with legible MDP (L-MDP)

The comparison of our framework with Miura’s L-MDP allows to understand what are the

advantages our framework offers over other state-of-art frameworks. We only compared with the

L-MDP because it is the only framework that proposes to solve the problem of legible decision

making using stochastic environments.

Setup

Our comparison used a maze world scenario and explored how each framework performed

when we scaled:

• the number of possible goals, keeping constant the number of states;

• the number of states in the world, keeping the number of goals constant.

The measures we used to compare the frameworks were: the average time taken, by each

framework, to find a sequence of decisions from the initial state to the given goal; the average

legibility value for each sequence using the legible function of PoLMDP and using the legible

function of Miura’s L-MDP.

To compare the performance of the two frameworks with varying number of goals, we tested

both frameworks on a 25x25 maze world with the number of possible goals varying between 3

and 10 possible goals, making up 7 different world configurations.

Regarding the states scalability test, we designed multiple maze world configurations where

we varied the number of states. All mazes had 6 possible goals, except for the smallest maze
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which size could only accommodate 3 goals. The smallest maze was taken from the paper

where Miura presents the L-MDP framework and has 40 states, a 5 rows by 8 columns maze.

The rest of the mazes had the following dimensions: 100 states (10x10), 625 states (25x25),

1600 states (40x40), 2500 states (50x50), 3600 states (60x60) and 5625 (75x75). Again to-

talling 7 different world configurations.

For each test we sampled 250 pairs of initial state and goal for each world configuration, with

the only requirement being that the initial state was different than the goal state.

With these tests we aim at comparing the performance of the two frameworks under different

scalability conditions, namely the impact on the average time taken to obtain a solution and the

average quality of the solutions.

After sampling the 250 pairs for each test and each world configuration, we ran those pairs

through each framework, limiting their execution time to a maximum of 2 hours for each test

pair. If in those 2 hours, a framework could not give a solution, we would mark that test pair as

a failure.

Results

With all the testing pairs ran, we had to do a pre-processing of the results to guarantee a

balance dataset of the results. This step was needed because of the disparity of failed tests

between the two frameworks, as shown in dotted lines in Figures 5.4 and 5.7, which caused

to have an unbalanced number of test results for our PoLMDP and for Miura’s L-MDP. Thus,

to balance the datasets, we decided to use only 100 samples for each testing condition, which

was the highest common number of samples between all testing conditions, i.e.we used 100

samples of each of the 7 world configurations for each of the testing conditions.

Given that we used a time constraint to determine test failure, we used the same time criteria

to balance the dataset. Thus, for each world configuration in both the state scaling and goal

scaling conditions, we ordered the results by time the time taken to obtain a solution and, for

each world configuration, we removed the result entries that presented higher execution time.

This way we reduced the amount of bias introduced by using the same criteria as before.

After balancing the results for each configuration, we extracted 100 test results for each

configuration. For the configurations that had more than 100 samples, we randomly selected

100 samples for each configuration, considering a sample the results corresponding to same

pair of initial state and goal for both frameworks. For the configurations with only 100 samples,

we did no random sampling and used the available 100 samples.
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Figure 5.2: Results for the PoLMDP legibility metric performance comparison between the PoLMDP
framework against Miura’s Legible MDP, when we vary the number of possible goals in a
mazeworld like scenario.

For the goals scalability test, the percentage of failures is shown in Figure 5.4 in dashed lines,

while Figure 5.7, in dashed lines, shows the percentages of failures for the states scalability test.

Regarding the evaluation for the average time taken to give a solution and the legibility

performance according to each of the two legibility metrics used, Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 show

the results for the goals scalability and Figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 show the evaluation results

for the state scalability test. Figures 5.2 and Figure 5.5 show the average legibility, according

to the PoLMDP’s legibility function, of the obtained solutions for each framework; Figures 5.3

and Figure 5.6 show the average legibility, according to the L-MDP’s legibility function, of the

obtained solutions for each framework; and Figures 5.4 and Figure 5.7 show the average time

each framework needed to obtain a possible reward.

Discussion

The results of the first evaluation show interesting results. The first result that deserves

analysis is the percentage of tests that failed. The L-MDPs had an average of 40-60% fail rate

in most of the tests in both scalability tests. The only cases where such did not occur where on

the tests with world configurations with small state spaces (≤ 100 states), where the fail rate was

between 4% and 13%. On the other hand, looking to the results of PoLMDP, we can observe

that the fail rate was always at 0%, that means PoLMDP was capable of always finding a solution

in under 2 hours, no matter how big the number of states or the number of goals presented. This

is an extremely interesting fact, because when we use sequential decision systems in robots,

we need them to give a solution quickly and the PoLMDP offers that capacity. These results
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Figure 5.3: Results for the Miura’s Legible MDP legibility metric performance comparison between the
PoLMDP framework against Miura’s Legible MDP, when we vary the number of possible goals
in a mazeworld like scenario.

are closely related with the results obtained for the average time to find a solution, where again

PoLMDP outperformed L-MDP; the analysis of the average time also yields another interesting

fact, with an increasing number of states the PoLMDP’s average time to find a solution increases

at much lower rate than that of L-MDP, hinting at the PoLMDP being more resistant to changes

in the number of states.

Regarding the results of the legibility metrics, the two frameworks did not show a significant

difference on the results obtained for the scalability of goals. Both frameworks performed better

according to their respective metrics, but without significant differences.

5.3.3 Evaluation of intention transmission

Inverse reinforcement learning (IRL) agents use examples given by an expert to try and

learn the expert’s underlying reward function to solve a given sequential decision problem. To

that extent, the example samples given to an IRL agent must clearly show the expert’s prefer-

ences and best practices to solve the problem. In a single objective scenario, simply presenting

examples of the best practices allows an IRL agent to learn the reward function being used;

however, in a scenario with multiple possible objectives that may not be the case, because the

best practices to achieve one of the goals may overlap the best practices to reach a set of other

possible goals. So, by supplying an IRL samples given by our PoLMDP or by a standard optimal

MDP approach and analyse which approach leads to the IRL agent to learn the correct reward

function faster, we can evaluate if using our framework is better to convey an agent’s goals and

intentions than use a simple optimal MDP agent, in a multiple objectives scenario.
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Figure 5.4: Results for the time performance comparison between the PoLMDP framework against Miura’s
Legible MDP, when we vary the number of possible goals in a mazeworld like scenario. In
continuous lines we show the average times, and, in dashed lines, the percentage of failed
tests.

Setup

To understand the best approach to teach an IRL agent, we did two different tests. The

first test aimed at understanding how the two approaches fared when teaching an IRL agent

a complete sequence of decisions from beginning to end, resembling how a human expert

teaches the complete process of solving a problem. This test explores how the two approaches

teach an IRL agent with examples that are logically expected to follow previous ones. The

second test aimed at exploring how well the two frameworks teach an IRL agent the best actions

in situations without a necessary connection between them. This test resembles how an expert

would teach fringe situations in solving a problem where, instead of showing the entire process,

the expert would focus on showing how to act in specific situations. With this test, we explore

how well the two approaches teach an IRL agent using examples that do not necessarily follow

previous ones.

In this evaluation we used 4 different configurations of 10x10 mazes. The 4 configurations

varied both on the position of the possible goal locations and the configuration of the walls in the

mazes, however in all the configurations there were 6 possible goal locations the robot could

reach.

For the comparison of sequential decisions, we sampled 250 pairs of initial positions in the
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Figure 5.5: Results for the PoLMDP legibility metric performance comparison between the PoLMDP
framework against Miura’s Legible MDP, when we vary the number states in the mazeworld
scenario.

Figure 5.6: Results for the Miura’s Legible MDP legibility metric performance comparison between the
PoLMDP framework against Miura’s Legible MDP, when we vary the number states in the
mazeworld scenario.

mazes, for each of the 4 world configurations. Then, using either a policy generated by PoLMDP

or the optimal policy, we obtained, for each initial position, ten trajectories of 20 steps each

between that initial position and each of the possible goals. With all the trajectories generated,

we then took each trajectory and sequentially gave more examples of the same trajectory to an

IRL agent. Each time we supplied a new example, we asked the IRL agent to predict what was

the robot’s goal, using the samples of the trajectory seen so far, registering if the prediction was

correct or incorrect. We used a different instantiation of an IRL agent for trajectories generated

with a PoLMDP policy and trajectories generated with an optimal policy.

For the comparison of non-logically connected examples, we sampled 250 sets with 20 ran-

dom states each, for each of the 4 world configurations. Then we obtained the action prescribed,
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Figure 5.7: Results for the time performance comparison between the PoLMDP framework against Miura’s
Legible MDP, when we vary the number states in the mazeworld scenario. In continuous lines
we show the average times, and, in dashed lines, the percentage of failed tests.

using either the PoLMDP policy or the optimal policy, for each random state to move towards

each one of the possible goals. After finishing this process, we took each set of 20 state-action

pairs and sequentially gave each pair to an IRL agent, asking the agent to predict, with each

new pair, the goal most probable for the robot. Each time we got a prediction, we compared it to

the expected prediction and marked either as correct or incorrect. We used a different instantia-

tion of an IRL agent for trajectories generated with a PoLMDP policy and trajectories generated

with an optimal policy.

Results

After running the evaluation on both testing conditions, we aggregated the results and ob-

tained the average ratio of correct predictions, depending on the approach used and on the

number of samples given to the IRL agent.

The results for the test with complete decision sequences can be observed in Figure 5.8.

The results show that both approaches allowed the agent to learn at a similar rate, although the

samples from a PoLMDP policy appear to allow the IRL agent to correctly predict the teacher’s

goal more frequently when less samples were shown. However these results do not show a

significant difference between the two approaches when the examples used are related to each

other.
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Figure 5.8: Ratio of correct predictions depending on the number of examples shown to an IRL agent,
with error bars. These results pertain to the condition where the samples formed a complete
sequence of decisions.

The results for the test with non-logically connected examples can be observed in Figure 5.9.

The results show that both IRL agents learned the teacher’s intentions after 20 examples, but

the two approaches have shown differences in performance. When using examples from a

PoLMDP policy, the IRL agent learned the teacher’s intentions at a significantly faster pace

than when the teacher used examples from an optimal policy. When analysing the results,

we observe that, when using a PoLMDP policy, with only 5 examples the IRL agent correctly

predicted the learner’s intentions in 80% of the trials. The same performance was only achieved

by an IRL agent using an optimal policy after observing 7 examples. Only after 12 samples the

performance of an IRL agent becomes similar using either approaches, with an agent using a

PoLMDP policy showing better learning before then.

Discussion

The results of both tests show that the use of PoLMDP policies allows an IRL agent to learn

the underlying reward function and the teacher’s intentions faster than using a standard optimal

policy. This difference is more distinct in the test with examples without a necessary relation

between them. In this test we observed that the IRL learner paired with the PoLMDP teacher

continually had a higher correct prediction ratio than the learner paired with the optimal teacher.

The results for the test with a complete sequence of decisions do not show a significant

difference between both approaches. This was not surprising, because in this test both ap-

proaches had to give a sequence of decisions logically connected with each other and thus the
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Figure 5.9: Ratio of correct predictions depending on the number of examples shown to an IRL agent,
with error bars. These results pertain to the condition where the samples had no specific
correlation between each other.

examples sequentially drove the learner towards the correct goal. However, the results show a

slight trend for the performance of a learner paired with a PoLMDP teacher to be better, which

is in line with the principles of legibility that aim at making actions easier to read and understand

the intentions behind them.

Overall, the results of this evaluation point to the PoLMDP framework allow for an IRL agent

to learn the teacher’s underlying reward function faster.

5.3.4 User Study

The user study is an important aspect of our evaluation because this framework is meant

to improve the interaction between robots or other autonomous agents and humans. Thus,

to correctly infer the impact PoLMDP has on possible human users, we need to evaluate if a

robot using a PoLMDP policy is better at conveying intentions than a robot using a policy that

maximizes the underlying reward function.

Setup

We conducted a user study on the Prolific1 platform, an online platform to conduct academic

research and data collection. Our study aimed at comparing the performance of our PoLMDP

framework in conveying a robot’s internal goals and explored the question:

1https://prolific.co/
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“Does the use o PoLMDP generated policies lead a more informative robot decision making?”

To support our exploration of the problem and answering the research question, we postulate

the following working hypotheses:

H1 Participants will understand better the robot’s intentions, when paired with a PoLMDP

policy than when paired with an optimal policy.

H2 Participants will understand quicker and more confidently the robot’s intentions, when

paired with a PoLMDP policy than when paired with an optimal policy.

Thus we designed an online study, disguised as a guessing game, where the participants

had to correctly predict where the robot was moving towards. Our study followed a between-

subjects design, with each group being a different type o policy – PoLMDP policy or optimal

policy. Each participant would observe 10 small videos of a robot moving, in a maze world

scenario, to one of 6 differently coloured areas. Figure 5.10 shows a still from one of the

possible videos the participants would watch. The participants had to correctly predict which

of the coloured areas was the robot’s objective and as fast as possible. For each video, the

participants had a play and stop button to control how much of the video to watch and when

they felt they knew the objective they would stop the video, choose what coloured circle was the

robot’s objective and rate how confident they were in the prediction.

At the end of the study, the participants were presented with a score on how well they

performed depending on how fast they correctly predicted the robot’s objectives.

Before beginning the study, the participants had to read a consent form and choose if they

consented to the study. After that they answered some demographic questions about their age,

gender, nationality, degree of education, occupation and familiarity with robots.

Results

We recruited 150 participants through the Prolific platform, with 66% from Europe, 19% from

Africa, 11% from Northern America and Mexico and the remaining 3% from South America and

the Middle East. The participants average age was between 18 and 29 years old, but their ages

varied from 18 to 70 years old. Their gender distribution was 59% female, 38% male and less

than 3% identified as non-binary. Finally, 88% reported to have had little or no interaction with

robots in their lives, 9% reported to interact occasionally with robots and less than 3% interact

frequently with robots.
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Figure 5.10: Still of a possible video the participants would watch. Each of the coloured circles is a
possible location the robot could moving towards and the participants had to predict the
correct one as soon as possible.

Besides the demographic data, for each participant we measured the average time taken

to predict the robot’s objective and the percentage of correct predictions. We also measured

the self-disclosed rating of confidence in the predictions. Since each participant answered to

10 different videos and the videos were randomly sampled from a pool of 37 videos for each

condition, we measured the participants’ answers for each video presented.

To measure the average time taken to predict the robot’s objective, we recorded the times-

tamp on the video when the participant stopped the video before making a prediction and the

full length of the video. Then, if a participant correctly predicted the robot’s objective, the par-

ticipant’s time would be the recorded timestamp, if the prediction was wrong the prediction time

would be the full length of the video. Regarding the rating in confidence, each participant was

asked to rate their confidence in a 7 point Likert scale after issuing a prediction in each video.

Before we started the analysis of the results, we conducted a normality test on the three

measures used. This test reported that the answers obtained did not follow a normal distribution,

so all analyses use non-parametric tests or tests that do not assume normality of answers.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.11: Bar plots, with 95% confidence interval error bars, for the percentage of correct predictions
and average time. Figure 5.11a shows the percentage of correct predictions, according to
the type of policy used. (*p < 0.05). Figure 5.11b shows the average time to correctly predict
the robot’s objective, according to the type of policy used. (*p < 0.05).

The analysis of the number of correct predictions yielded that participants paired with PoLMDP

correctly predict the robot’s objective in 85% of the predictions, while those paired with the op-

timal condition correctly predicted the objective in 70% of the predictions. We conducted a

Pearson’s Chi-Square test, χ2(1) = 48.864, p < 0.001, showed that the difference in percent-

ages was significant, supporting our H1 hypothesis. Figure 5.11a shows the results for the

percentage of correct answers according to the type of policy used.

The analysis of the average time to correctly predict the objective, showed that on aver-

age participants paired with the PoLMDP condition took 15.67 seconds to correctly predict the

robot’s objective, while participants paired with the optimal condition took 18.22 seconds. We

conducted a Mann-Whitney test that showed the difference was significant, U = 177976, p <

0.001, thus supporting our hypothesis H2. Figure 5.11b shows the results for the average time

to correctly predict the robot’s objective, with the standard error bars.

Finally, regarding the self-rated confidence in the predictions, Figure 5.12 shows a box-

plot comparing the two conditions. Participants paired with the PoLMDP condition rated their

confidence, on average, as 6.08 out of 7 while participants paired with the optimal condition

rated as 5.78 out of 7. A Mann-Whitney test conducted compared the two conditions averages,

U = 231203, p = 0.001, showing that participants paired with the PoLMDP condition were sta-
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Figure 5.12: Boxplot comparing the self-rated confidences in the predictions, according to the type of
policy used. The average for each policy is marked with a dot and thicker black line marks
the median. (*p < 0.05)

tistically more confident in their predictions than those paired with the optimal condition. These

results support hypothesis H2.

Discussion

The results of the user study support both of our working hypotheses, thus showing the pos-

itive impact of using our PoLMDP policy. Our approach allowed the robot to be more expressive

regarding its internal goals, making clearer for the users interacting with the robot what the robot

was trying to achieve.

Participants paired with our legible policy saw an increase of 15% in correct predictions,

taking on average 3 seconds less to predict the robot’s objective. These two aspects support

the usefulness of this type of policy in interaction scenarios between humans and robots: by

causing humans to have better predictions about a robot’s intentions and with less time needed

to predict, humans have more time to analyse the workspace and decide on the best action

to perform according to their own internal objectives and intentions. Thus, humans can think

about what they are doing, instead of just reacting to a robot, giving humans more power in the

interaction.

Another aspect to highlight from this study is the higher confidence human participants felt in
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their predictions. The confidence was not only higher, but consistently higher in humans paired

with PoLMDP as seen by the boxplot in Figure 5.12 where the median line is at the highest

possible value. This consistency of high confidence is important, because when humans feel

confident in their decisions they can focus better in their personal objectives and tasks and,

in collaborative scenarios, this can lead to increased task performance. Thus, an increase

in confidence has a great impact in the success of an interaction and the overall interaction

experience.

5.4 Chapter summary

In this Chapter we presented the problem of legible sequential decision-making in stochastic

scenarios. We proposed a framework for legible decision-making dubbed policy legible Markov

decision problem (PoLMDP), following the formalism of MDP. PoLMDP creates legible be-

haviours by evaluating the actions available to an action, at each decision point, choosing the

one that is more salient for the goal the agent is trying to reach. We showed in a comparative

study that our proposed framework is capable of outperform other approaches for legible se-

quential decision-making in stochastic scenarios. We also showed in two other evaluations that

PoLMDP is better at conveying an agent’s intentions, to both humans and autonomous agents,

than simpler optimal approaches. Thus, showing that not only PoLMDP is capable of producing

tractable legible behaviours, but these behaviours are capable of better displaying an agent’s

intentions.
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6
Legible Decision Making in Teams
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In Chapter 5 we explored the application of legibility in stochastic decision making and its

impact in interactions between humans and robots; providing insights into question RQ 2. We

presented and described PoLMDP, a framework for legible decision making, which we showed

improves human-agent interactions, making the robot’s intentions clearer to the human, and

outperforms other approaches that aim at legible decision-making.

Our approach in Chapter 5 followed related research on legible decision-making, focusing

on scenarios where the human’s interaction with the robot is reduced to simply predicting the

robot’s intentions, taking the role of an observer. However, human interaction with robots and

other AIAs extends beyond such a passive role: humans can share the same workspace as

robotic agents, requiring adaptation to the agent’s movements; humans can work in teams or

other collaborative organizations to achieve a common goal; among other kinds of interaction.

Thus, it is important to understand the impact of legible decision-making in scenarios where the

human or other artificial agent has a more active role in the interaction and does not solely have

to predict intentions and observe behaviours.

In this chapter we explore question RQ 3, exploring how the efficiency of a collaborative

task is affected when agents use legible decision-making. We start this Chapter by presenting,

in Section 6.1, the formalism of multi-agent Markov decision problem (MMDP), a formalism for

multi-agent scenarios we are going to use throughout this Chapter. In Section 6.2 we motivate

the problem that drives the work of this Chapter and in Section 6.3 we describe how we adapted

PoLMDP to multi-agent scenarios, where the environment is not solely affected by the agent’s

actions. Finally, in Section 6.4 we present the study we conducted to analyse the impact of

legible decision making in the efficiency of a team in a collaborative task.

6.1 Multi-agent Markov decision problem

Multi-agent Markov decision problems (MMDPs) generalize MDPs to multi-agent cooperative

scenarios. MMDPs describe sequential decision tasks in which multiple agents must choose an

individual action at each time-step that jointly maximize the underlying reward function. A MMDP

is described as a tuple M = ⟨N,X, (Ak), P,R, γ⟩, with:

• X and γ are as defined in Section 2.3;

• Ak is agent’s k individual action space;

• N is the number of agents in the scenario;
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• P is the transition probability from a state x to y when the joint action a = (a1, . . . , aN ) is

taken;

• R is the reward signal all agents receive when execute joint action a in state x.

In a MMDP, a joint action is a tuple a = (a1, . . . , aN ) and consequently A = ×N
k=1Ak denotes

the joint action space. For k = 1, . . . , N we denote A−k = A1 × . . . × Ak−1 × Ak+1 × . . . × AN

the joint action space of all agents except agent k, leading to a joint action a also being denoted

as a = (ak, a−k).

In MMDPs, a joint policy is a mapping from states to joint actions, π : X × A → [0, 1], de-

scribing the action each agent should take in each state. A joint policy is a combination of N

individual policies, i.e.,

π(x, a) =

N∏
k=1

πk(x, ak) (6.1)

where a = (a1, . . . , aN ). Like with the joint action, for k = 1, . . . , N we can denote the joint policy

as π = (πk, π−k), where πk denotes the individual policy of agent k and π−k denotes the joint

policy of all agents except agent k. Similarly to a MDP, solving a MMDP amounts to computing

an optimal joint policy π and process to compute the optimal joint policy is indistinguishable

from an ordinary MDP.

6.2 Teamwork and legible decisions

Teaming is a typical human approach in order to execute more difficult/complex tasks or to

increase efficiency in solving a simple task. In team configurations is extremely important that

team members clearly understand each other’s intentions, so that they do not get in each other’s

way and the collaboration is efficient. Legibility can potentially play a crucial role in this type of

interaction because it can function solely as a communication mechanism for humans and other

agents to understand intentions; but also can contribute to the coordination of team members,

by allowing other team members to better understand a specific member’s intentions and react

accordingly.

Consider a collaborative task of trash collection, where a team of agents has to collect trash

spread over a large area. An agent, acting legibly, can improve the efficiency of the team

in two aspects: first, by being clear about what items its going to pick, frees the other team

members to pick other trash items; second, by performing legible actions, if it moves to pick a
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bigger trash item or an item harder to collect, the other agents are faster at understanding that

agent’s intentions and may be quicker in providing assistance. Another example of the possible

influence of legibility in collaboration tasks, is Example 2 from Section 1.1.3 where a robot and

a human play a collaborative of Word Blocks. In the example, the robot decides to make the

word "boar" with the blocks available. However, by following optimal behaviour, conveys the

intention of making the word "boat" to the human by first picking and placing the "b" block and

then, after the human places the "a" block, places the "o" block between the "b" and "a" blocks.

This sequence of actions leaves the human with two choices: place the "r" block at the end of

the word, forming the word "boar"; or place the "t" block at the end, forming the word "boat". The

human chooses to place the "t" block, thus forming the word "boat" and not the intended word

"boar". If, instead, the robot had used a legible approach it could have verified that, after placing

the "b" and "a" blocks, placing the "r" block after the "a" block would convey more information

about the word the robot intended to make.

These two examples show how important it is for an autonomous agent to be clear when it

needs to collaborate with other agents. Since it is a part of a team, the task execution no longer

depends solely on the agent’s actions but on the joint actions of all the members of the team.

Thus, if our autonomous agent is not clear about its objectives it can hinder the task execution

and the overall team performance; ranging from just a minor impact in team performance –

because other team members need to pay more attention to the agent’s actions to figure what

the agent is trying to achieve – to possibly leading to a task failure – because the agent conveyed

the wrong goals to the other team members, causing their responses to cause a failure in the

task.

As explored in Section 5.2, PoLMDPs make use of legible decision-making to generate be-

haviours that are better at conveying intentions and personal goals to other agents. Thus, this

framework shows potential in improving a team’s efficiency, by making easier for the team mates

to interpret our agent’s actions and understanding its actions. However, PoLMDPs have been

defined in the context of single-agent scenarios and so have to be adapted to use in multi-agent

scenarios.

6.3 Multi-agent PoLMDP

In multi-agent scenarios the world state is not influenced by a single acting agent, but by the

combination of actions of all the agents acting in the environment. Thus, an agent’s decision
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making process has to take the influence of other agents into consideration when deciding on

the best course of action. This makes the decision process more complex than in single-agent

scenarios, because each agent’s individual optimal policy needs to account for other agents

executing varying actions. Thus, an agent’s individual optimal policy becomes a best response

to the other agents’ actions, creating a Nash equilibrium [78] with the other agents – no single

action can improve its payoff by unilaterally switching its action policy.

Multi-agent systems fall under one of two modalities when considering how to reach a Nash

equilibrium: adversarial games, where the Nash equilibrium represents the best response in

maximizing the agent’s reward, while minimizing the other agents’ rewards; or cooperation

games, where the agents compose a team and the Nash equilibrium represents the best re-

sponse that maximizes all agents’ rewards [68]. In the case of teamwork we use the modality of

cooperation games because the agents share the same goal. The formalism of MMDPs offers

a simple approach to model cooperation games: the optimal joint policy decides each agent’s

action in a centralized manner that maximizes the team’s payoff, almost as if each agent was

an extension of a single entity.

The joint behaviour of a MMDP allows for a very good coordination between team members,

however it does not correctly model how a real interaction occurs. In real world interactions,

each agent acts independently from the other team members, without a central decision process

deciding how each agent acts. Thus, each agent executes its own action, observes how other

team members react and the changes their joint actions have on the world. The application

of PoLMDPs is thus useful, because it gives this independently acting agents more insights

into the decision process of each other. Allowing for the reaction to each other’s actions to be

more informed, which in turn leads to better responses from the team members because they

have access to more information. However, to apply PoLMDP to coordination games we need

to adapt the framework, defined for single-agent scenarios, to multi-agent cooperation games

scenarios, while retaining each agent’s expressive action independence.

The central aspect of the PoLMDP framework is the definition of a legible reward that an

agent tries to maximize the expected long-term return of. Equation 5.4 defines the PoLMDP’s

legible reward as being the agent’s action that more clearly shows the agent’s goal, among all

actions possible in state x. This way, the legible reward is indexed to the current world state x

and to the agent’s individual action a. In multi-agent scenarios, the way the world progresses is

tied the joint actions of all agents, instead of tied to each individual agent’s actions. So, to apply

PoLMDPs to these scenarios we need to approximate how the world is impacted by the actions
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of a specific agent. We obtain this approximation via the use a MMDP.

Solving a MMDP constitutes computing a joint optimal policy π∗, which is a combination of

the agents’ individual policies π∗
1 × . . . × π∗

N . So, from π∗ we can denote two sets of policies:

π∗
ca that denotes the individual optimal policy of our controlled agent ca, and π∗

−ca that denotes

the joint optimal policies of all other agents except our agent. If we fixate all other agents to

follow the actions prescribed by π∗
−ca, we can define a standard MDP with the same state space

and discount factor as the MMDP; the action space is the action space for agent ca, Aca, in the

MMDP; transition probabilities for each action a ∈ Aca is given as follows

Pa(y | x, a) =
∑

a−ca∈A−ca

PMMDP(xt+1 = y | xt = x, at = (a, a−ca)) ∗ π∗
−ca(x, (a, a−ca)),

with x, y ∈ X, A−ca is the joint action space of MMDP without agent ca and PMMDP are the

transition probabilities of the MMDP; and reward function given as follows

R(x, a) =
∑

a−ca∈A−ca

RMMDP(xt = x, at = (a, a−ca)) ∗ π∗
−ca(x, (a, a−ca)),

with x, y ∈ X and RMMDP is the reward function of MMDP.

Then, to apply PoLMDP in multi-user scenarios, we first solve a MMDP for each of the

possible objectives in the environment. Secondly, with all the MMDPs, we do the process just

described to approximate each MMDP to a single-agent MDP and solve each MDP obtaining

the optimal Q-function. And finally, having the optimal Q-functions for each MDP, we can define

a PoLMDP, for our agent’s goal, with the same state space, action space, transition probabilities

and γ as the MDP for the same goal, and legible reward function as defined by Equation 5.4.

6.4 Legible Teamwork Experiments

Legible decision-making allows for an agent to compute the actions that are both more effi-

cient and more expressive regarding its own personal intentions. This is a useful skill for tasks

that require teamwork, since for correct teamwork the team members need to correctly commu-

nicate their intentions and be clear about their goals.

In this section, we present a study conducted that explored the impact of legible decision

making in a team’s efficiency while executing a task of collaborative food foraging. We used

the LB-Foraging benchmark scenario [81], where a team of agents had to pick all the food
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items in the environment. Our team of agents was composed by two agents: a leader agent,

who knew the sequence to pick each item, and a follower agent, who did not know the food

sequence and had to predict the next item to pick. We chose this scenario because there

are no explicit communication means, forcing the follower to deduce the leader’s intentions

from its actions, mimicking situations in the real world where communication devices fail or

there are interference that makes explicit communications impractical. Also, by making both

agents have to work together to pick each food item, we place the collaborative effort as an

essential aspect of the task and so we can better measure the influence of legible actions in the

team performance. Finally, by enforcing a strict hierarchy of leader-follower with only the leader

knowing the sequence to pick the food items, we place more weight on the clear communication

of intentions between the two team members.

6.4.1 Scenario Setup

In this work we used the scenario of Level-based Foraging from Christianos, Schäfer, and

Albrecht [21]. This scenario is a benchmark for multi-agent reinforcement learning that allows

for an arbitrary number of agents to fulfill a task of foraging in the scenario for food in both

pure collaborative or competitive-collaborative capacities. Figure 6.1 shows an example of the

level-based foraging scenario.

The scenario of level based foraging we used is composed by a grid of NxM squares –

with N the number of rows and M the number of columns in the grid – and each agent has

available the actions of moving one square up, down, left or right, pickup a food item in an

adjacent position and not doing anything. Each agent in the environment has a level and so

has each food item. Each agent can only pick food items that have a level equal or less than

the agent’s level. In case of the food item having a level greater than the agent’s, the agent

has to cooperate with other agents so that the sum of their levels is greater or equal than the

food’s level. This level restriction allows to force pure cooperative tasks, by making the level of

the agents always less than the food items, or competitive-collaborative by making the foods’

levels not all equal, with some food items able to be picked without collaboration and others

requiring collaboration. Each agent receives a reward for the items it participates in picking,

with the rewards being equally divided in pure collaborative scenarios and divided according

to the contribution – agents with higher level get higher rewards – in competitive-collaborative

scenarios.

In our study we used a pure collaborative scenario since this placed more focus on the team
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Figure 6.1: Level-based foraging benchmark example. In the image we can se the two agents and six
food items spread in the environment. The food items are all level two foods – marked by the
"2" in the corner of the food item – and each agent is at level one – marked by the "1" in the
agentś sprite corner. Also each agent either has a "L" or a "F" next to the level, marking if the
agent is the leader or the follower.

aspect and on the impact of legibility. Thus, each food item’s level was equal to the sum of the

levels of the two agents in the team. We set up 3 different size grids – 5 × 5, 6 × 6 and 7 × 7

squares – and for each grid we chose eight possible locations for the food items, for which six

were randomly sampled in each run. We had to choose specific locations because the scenario

is not built for the food items to be picked in a specific order and, in some configurations, the

environment registered the pickup action on the wrong item. Thus, by pre-screening possible

positions we avoided this limitation of the environment.

6.4.2 Team Composition

The study used a pure collaborative setting, so to pick a food item both agents had to be in

different positions, adjacent to the item either horizontally or vertically, and execute the action

"Pick". The agents in the team had different roles: one was the leader, knowing the sequence

to pick the items and responsible with relaying that information to the other team member; and
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one was the follower, which had to infer the correct food to pick from the leader’s actions. Also,

with the agent role was associated a social convention [9] defining where each agent would

position itself to pick the food item – the leader would pick from a vertically adjacent location

and the follower from an horizontally adjacent location. The social convention used offered a

simple mechanism for coordination by simply shaping the reward signal received by each agent

depending on the agent’s role; this avoided the agents trying to move to the same adjacent

locations when picking the items.

Agent Implementation

The scenario of LB-Foraging used is a multi-agent scenario, however to test the impact

of legibility in team performance we decided that a non-centralized approach was better at

simulating a real world scenario. As such, we first defined a MMDP as follows:

• N was 2;

• the state space X was a set of tuples of the form ((xl, yl), (xf , yf ), p), where (x1, y1)

described the position of the leader agent, (xf , yf ) described the position of the follower

agent and p described if the food item had been picked or not;

• the action space A was defined by the environment and allowed each agent to execute

the actions "Up", "Down", "Left", "Right", "Pick" and "Noop";

• the transition probabilities P was given by the environment and always resulted in the

success of the executed joint action;

• the reward signal R was given by the environment as 1 when the agents picked the food

item and 0 otherwise;

• the discount factor γ was 0.9.

After solving the MMDP we approximated a MDP for each agent using the process described

in the previous Section, thus decoupling each agent’s actions and having a decentralized deci-

sion process. The different roles required that each agent had different capabilities, so the exact

implementations of each agent differed slightly depending on the agent’s role in the task.

The leader agent knew the sequence of food items to pick and had to implicitly communicate

it to the follower agent. Thus, the leader used one of two types of MDPs: for the optimal leader,

we used directly the approximated MDP that optimized the underlying reward function, thus
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resulting in an optimal policy π∗; for the legible leader, we used a PoLMDP that optimized a

legible reward rleg, thus resulting in an optimal legible policy π∗
leg. At each decision point, the

leader would take its observation and use either π∗ or π∗
leg to determine the best action to reach

and pick the food item.

The follower always implemented the approximated MDP and optimized the underlying re-

ward function. However, it did not know the correct food picking sequence and had to infer it

from the leader’s actions. Thus it used a Bayesian inference process as in GIRL [69] to infer the

next food item to pick. To that end, the follower used the history of the observed leader’s states

and actions, since they picked the last food item, and matched the observed states and actions

to the optimal Q-functions of each remaining food item, finding the one with highest probability

of yielding the observed sequence of state-action pairs.

The implementation of the agents’ MDPs also differed on the reward function. Since the

agents acted in a decentralized manner, we used a coordination mechanism of social conven-

tions, encoded in the reward function, to help with coordinating the agent’s actions and avoid the

agents getting stuck trying to reach the same position. As such, we established that the leader

agent could only pick a food item when if was vertically adjacent to the item and the follower

agent only when was horizontally adjacent to the item.

6.4.3 Performance Evaluation

This work focused on exploring the question:

“Does the use of legible decisions improve the efficiency of a team in collaborative tasks?”

To support the exploration of our problem we postulate the following working hypotheses:

H1 Team performance will increase when agents use legible behaviours.

H2 Agents observing legible behaviours will be able to understand other agents’ intentions

faster.

The study conditions were reflected on the team composition: one with both agents using

an optimal policy and the second composition where the leader used a PoLMDP policy and the

follower agent used an optimal policy. In the rest of the text we will refer to the condition of both

agents using an optimal policy as the optimal condition and for the condition with the legible

leader and optimal follower as the legible condition.
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We measured the impact of legibility in terms of team performance by recording the average

number of steps needed for each team to finish the task; and the impact in terms of intention

conveyance by recording the average number of steps for the follower correctly infer the leader’s

objective, without a posterior wrong inference. We collected these metrics for three different LB-

Foraging grid sizes – 5 × 5, 6 × 6 and 7 × 7 squares. By varying the grid sizes, we were able

to understand the impact of legibility when the agents have more freedom of movement and the

decision processes are longer to reach the goal.

For each condition and grid size we ran 250 simulations, where the agent team had to pick 6

food items uniformly sampled from 8 possible initial positions. To guarantee that both conditions

were exposed to the same food configurations, we pre-sampled all 250 simulation scenarios,

for each grid, before running the simulations. For each simulation we sampled the initial 6 food

positions, the initial agent positions and the sequence to pick the food items. Pre-sampling the

sequence to pick the food items was important to ensure that one agent composition did not

benefit from having sequences that led to easier predictions. Also, pre-sampling the sequence

guaranteed that when trying to pick an item, that item had at least one horizontal and one

vertical adjacent position free.

Finally, each simulation would end either when the team picked all 6 food items or if the

agents needed more than 200 steps to pick all the food items. Adding a maximum number of

steps established a time limit to solve the task, better representing the real world where the

agents would have a maximum amount of time to solve the task. If team would go over the 200

step limit, that attempt was marked as a failure to finish the task.

6.4.4 Evaluation Results

After running all simulations we got 500 samples for each grid size. We then proceed to

validate the results obtained and ended up removing one sample from both the 5× 5 and 6× 6

grids and 5 from the 7× 7 grid. We removed these results, because all of them reported taking

longer than 200 steps, but when analysing the history of states and actions, we observed that

the agents got stuck on a cycle of trying to pick a food item and the environment not recognizing

that action. Thus, we removed the corresponding samples for both team compositions because

this constituted an environment error. With the error samples removed we had 249 samples for

each agent composition in both the 5× 5 and 6× 6 grids and 245 samples for each composition

in the 7× 7 grid.

With the final samples we logged, for each team composition and each test run, the num-
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ber of steps taken to pick all the food items and the average number of steps to correctly infer

the leader’s objective. With the logged measures, we computed their averages for each condi-

tion and grid size. We observed that besides the runs that failed due to an environment error,

no more runs ended in a failure, so we did not need to differ metric calculation to account for

failures. We also conducted a normality test on the results, which showed that their distribu-

tion significantly deviated from the normal distribution. Since the data did no follow a normal

distribution, we only conducted non-parametric tests.

Figure 6.2: Results for the average number of steps to pick all the food items in the world, in black bars
are the standard error bars. In blue we have the results for the optimal condition, while in
orange for the legible condition. (*p < 0.05)

Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show the plots with the results. Figure 6.2 shows the average number

of steps needed for each team composition to pick all six food items for the different grid sizes.

Figure 6.3 shows the average number of steps needed for the follower agent to correctly infer

the next food item to be picked, for the different grid sizes. In both plots the blue bars show the

results for the optimal condition and the orange bars show the results for the legible condition.

The results in Figure 6.2 show that the agents in the legible condition achieved a better or

equal performance than the agents in the optimal condition. In fact, for both the 6× 6 and 7× 7

grids the team in the legible condition took ≃ 46 steps to pick all the food items, while the agents

in the optimal condition took ≃ 48 and ≃ 51 steps on average to pick all the food items. Only

on the 5 × 5 grids did the performance of both team compositions was similar with the agents

in the optimal condition taking on average 39 steps to pick all the food items and the agents in

the legible condition taking on average 38 steps. These conclusions were validated by Mann-

Whitney U test that showed that there are significant differences between the average number
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Figure 6.3: Results for the average number of steps to correctly infer the next food item to be picked, in
black bars are the standard error bars. In blue we have the results for the optimal condition,
while in orange for the legible condition. (*p < 0.05)

of steps in the 6× 6 and 7× 7 grid results. Table 6.1 shows the results of the conducted Mann-

Whitney U test, with higher mean ranks representing conditions with higher average number of

steps to pick all the foods in the corresponding grid size.

Grid size Optimal condition Legible condition p valueMean rank Mean rank
5× 5 256.39 242.61 0.285
6× 6 268.76 230.24 0.003
7× 7 269.59 221.41 < 0.001

Table 6.1: Results of the conducted Mann-Whitney U test for the average number of steps to pick all food
items, between the optimal and legible conditions for the different grid sizes. The condition with
higher mean rank has the highest average number of steps.

The results in Figure 6.3 for the average number of steps to correctly predict the next food

item to be picked, show that for all the three grid sizes the legible condition allowed for the

follower to infer the next food to be picked quicker than in the optimal condition. In the case

of the 5 × 5 and 6 × 6 grids, the legible condition team got an average improvement of around

half a step in inferring the next food item. In the case of 5 × 5 grids the average reduced from

≃ 2 steps in the optimal condition to ≃ 1.7 steps in the legible condition; and in 6 × 6 grids

the average number of steps reduced from ≃ 2.8 steps in the optimal condition to ≃ 2.3 steps

in the legible condition. In the case of the 7 × 7 grids, the legible team showed an average

improvement of almost a full step less in inferring the next food item, decreasing from ≃ 3
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steps in the optimal condition to ≃ 2 steps in the legible condition. Again, to understand if the

differences between the conditions had statistical significance we conducted a Mann-Whitney

U test. Table 6.2 shows the results for the Mann-Whitney U test, where we can observe that

for all three grid sizes the differences between the teams were significant with the legible leader

capable of being clearer about the next food item to pick.

Grid size Optimal condition Legible condition p valueMean rank Mean rank
5× 5 266.55 232.45 0.08
6× 6 276.43 222.57 < 0.001
7× 7 273.89 217.11 < 0.001

Table 6.2: Results of the conducted Mann-Whitney U test for the average number of steps to infer the next
food item, between the optimal and legible conditions for the different grid sizes. The condition
with higher mean rank has the highest average number of steps.

6.4.5 Discussion

The results in Section 6.4.4 allow us to conclude that overall the performance of the team

with the legible leader was higher than the performance of the team with the optimal leader.

The results of the average number of steps to pick all the food items show statistical differences

between the two team compositions in the bigger grids, with the performance of the two teams

being equal in the case of the 5 × 5 grids. The performance in the 5 × 5 grid being similar can

be explained by the fact that the environment was heavily constrained in terms of free cells,

and the distance between the agents and the food items was never so high, that the extra time

it took to predict the food items would translate in a higher loss in performance. However, the

overall results are in line with our hypothesis H1 that postulated that using legible behaviours

would increase team performance.

The second major conclusion from the results is: using legible behaviours led to the follower

agent to infer the next food item and consequently the food sequence faster. This result is

in line with our hypothesis H2 that postulated that agents observing legible behaviours would

understand the intentions of other agents faster. Besides validated H2, the result from the

average number of steps needed to infer the food item yields an indirect impact of hypothesis

H1. This comes from allowing a faster understanding of the teammate’s intentions, the follower

was able to collaborate more efficiently, leading to a better team performance.

Finally, there is a third conclusion from the results that arises when analysing the plots: there

is a trend for the legible team’s performance to stabilize while the optimal team tends to take
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Figure 6.4: Trend line between the averages to pick all the food items, in black bars are the standard error
bars. In blue the line for the optimal condition, while in orange for the legible condition.

linearly more time to complete the task. If we plot a trend line between the averages to pick all

food items for each condition, we observe that the optimal condition increases at a faster rate

than the legible condition. Figure 6.4 shows a plot with the trend lines for the average number

of steps to pick all food items. If we perform the same analysis to the results of the average

number of steps to infer the next food to pick, we observe that again the growth rate of average

number of steps required starts to stabilize – and even decreases slightly – in the bigger grids

in the legible condition. Figure 6.5 shows a plot with the trend lines for the average number of

steps to correctly infer the next food item.

This conclusion is of interest because it hints at the fact that in bigger grids – and con-

sequently bigger state spaces – a legible agent can make better use of the less constrained

workspace to find paths that lead to better intention communication and better team efficiency.

This conclusion is further accentuated by the trend line in Figure 6.5 that shows that in bigger

grids the follower agent starts to need less steps to infer the correct food item. A legible agent

being able of making better use of more unconstrained environments is extremely interesting,

because it shows the agent can find decision sequences that take advantage of the options a

more unconstrained environment offers to increase the team’s performance by increasing the

information conveyed to the teammates.
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Figure 6.5: Trend line between the averages to infer the next food item, in black bars are the standard
error bars. In blue the line for the optimal condition, while in orange for the legible condition.

6.5 Chapter summary

This Chapter explored the impact of legible decision-making in team scenarios, specially in

team scenarios that require strict collaboration to complete the task. We first explained how

we can apply PoLMDP (previously defined to single-agent scenarios) to multi-agent scenarios:

we start with a MMDP and then approximate the obtained model to a MDP, which can be

used to extract the legible reward function needed for PoLMDP. Finally, we applied PoLMDP

in a collaborative task of level-based foraging with an explicit hierarchy of leader-follower and

showed that a team with a legible agent achieves better performance than teams that have only

optimal agents.
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7
Conclusion and Future Work
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In this work we focused on applying the notion of legibility, a notion previously used in

robotics to generate movements that improve a robot’s communication capabilities, to multi-

user interactions and to decision-making. We addressed the question:

Research Question Can a robot, in interactions with multiple human users, be more

expressive and clear regarding its goals using legibility?

We explored this questions under two avenues that are crucial for improving robots and other

autonomous agents’ expressiveness: (i) the way a robot moves in interactions with multiple

humans; and (ii) the way an agent decides on a sequence of actions when interacting with

humans.

7.1 Work contributions

We explored how a robot can improve its expressiveness using legible movement, in multiple

user interactions, by focusing on generating movements that do not improve the legibility for a

single human, but instead to all the human partners interacting. This rationale comes from

the fact that, during a multi-party interaction, it does not matter improving a specific user’s

understanding of a robot’s movements; if the others do not understand the robot’s intention,

they might interfere with the movement, hindering the interaction and even hurt themselves or

damage the robot.

To avoid such scenarios, in Chapter 4, we introduced the notion of multi-user legibility (MUL).

This notion allows to create legible movements that improve an overall group legibility, instead

of an individual user’s legibility, while considering that each human has its own point-of-view

over the movement. Thus, the resulting motion is kept in view of all the humans and improves

the understanding of all the partners of the robot’s intentions. We achieve this behaviour by

merging each individual partner’s legibility, according to its perspective, into a single legibility

metric which then is iteratively optimized.

On a set of simulated scenarios of a robotic arm reaching to grasp one of three items on

top of a table, MUL generated movements that achieved better group legibility, than approaches

that focused on improving the legibility for a specific user. On a user study, that again compared

MUL with approaches that focused on specific users, we found that humans that observed MUL

generated movements, were able of correctly understanding the robot’s objectives quicker and

with more confidence across different perspectives, than when observing movements generated
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with approaches that focused on improving the understanding of human partners in specific

perspectives. The results of both the simulated scenarios and the user study, suggest that

using MUL significantly improves human understanding of a robot’s intentions, in multi-party

interactions.

Regarding legible decision making, in Chapter 5, we introduced policy legible Markov deci-

sion problem (PoLMDP), a framework for legible decision making in stochastic decision making

based on the formalism of MDP. PoLMDP was developed with the idea that when a human is

interacting with a robot, or other type of artificial intelligent agent, the human only observes the

outcome of the actions executed by the robot. Thus, the robot’s decision making process must

select actions that at each decision point, give more information about the robot’s internal state,

without requiring the robot to make explicit which action is going to execute.

PoLMDP generates legible actions using a two-step process: first, it solves a MDP for each

possible goal of the agent or robot and then, with all the MDPs solved, the framework computes

a legible reward function that promotes actions that are more indicative of the robot’s goal. Thus,

the actions generated by PoLMDP are a subset of optimal actions, for each underlying MDP,

that are most representative of the objective trying to be reached.

Using a simulated scenario of a robot solving a maze, trying to reach a specific coloured ob-

jective, we showed that PoLMDP is capable of performances better than the current state-of-art

approaches for legible decision making, solving the maze faster while maintaining similar levels

of legibility. Using the same simulated scenario, PoLMDP was able to teach an agent how to

solve the maze faster than with a MDP agent that simply found the optimal solution. We repli-

cated the simulated scenario in an online user study, where the participants played a guessing

game with the robot, trying to guess the robot’s objective as quickly as possible. We compared

solutions given by PoLMDP with solutions given by standard MDPs and observed that the solu-

tions of PoLMDP allowed humans to predict the robot’s objectives faster, more consistently and

with more confidence. Thus, using legible decisions improves the interactions between humans

and robots, giving humans better insights to robots’ internal states and intentions.

Finally, we explored legible decision making in the context of teamwork and teamwork effi-

ciency. In Chapter 6, we conducted a set of simulations that compared a team composed by

two optimal agents with a team composed by a legible agent and an optimal agent. We used

a leader-follower paradigm to enforce the impact of legibility on the task. The agent team had

to collaborate to pick food items spread in a grid environment and only the leader agent knew

the next food item to be picked. The teams that had a legible PoLMDP agent were, on average,
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capable of picking all the food items faster, requiring less time for the follower agent to infer

the next food item. The difference in team performances increased with the size of the grid,

suggesting that for bigger grid sizes having a legible leader agent significantly increases team

performance.

Overall, with this thesis we contributed with:

• a novel notion of legibility for multi-party robotic movements that takes into consideration

the different partner’s perspective and showed through a user study that this novel no-

tion improves human understanding of a robot’s movements; this contribution has been

published in [36].

• a novel framework for legible decision-making in both stochastic and deterministic sce-

narios, dubbed PoLMDP, that selects, at each decision step, the optimal action that best

represents of the agent’s underlying goals; this contribution can be found in ArXiv [37] and

is currently under reviewing process for the Elsevier’s Artificial Intelligence Journal.

• a study on the impact of legible decision-making in strict collaborative tasks where the

team members need to communicate personal goals to each other, we showed that

teams with agents capable of legible decision-making can achieve better performance

than teams only with optimal agents; this contribution is currently under review for the

IJCAI conference.

7.2 Impact on human-robot interaction and explainable AI

The work in this thesis shows that legibility can improve an artificial agent’s expressiveness

and clearness in interactions with multiple users. Our work, by branching into both robotic

movement and more general agent decision-making yields interesting impacts on both human-

robot interaction (HRI) and explainable artificial intelligence (XAI).

The notion of MUL, we contributed in this work, is capable of making a robot’s movement

clearer in interactions with multiple users, which is extremely important in making robots easy

to interact and collaborate with and thus improving human-robot interactions. Making a robot’s

movements easier to understand by all the human partners has the direct impact of making in-

teractions more fluid and efficient, since humans will require less time to understand the robot’s

intentions and have more time to react accordingly. This improved team efficiency is important

to integrate robots in applications such as in healthcare areas like surgery teams where a robot
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must communicate correctly and clearly for the rest of the medical staff to perform adequately.

Other application where correct movement communication has a direct impact is in entertain-

ment areas such as theatre where movement is an important communication tool and where

people may need to observe the movements from different perspectives.

Moreover, on a more subjective aspect, by having clearer movements, the humans interact-

ing with the robot will be able to rely more on its capabilities and will need to divert less time

to control a robot’s actions. In turn, this will lead to increased human trust more in robots not

only as tools, but also as peers and social entities when sharing workspaces and physical loca-

tions. Thus, reducing human scepticism towards robots and help robots to be more welcome in

domestic settings, where humans have a tendency to be more sceptical robotic presence.

The combination of improved efficiency in interacting with humans and increased human

trust in robots’ abilities, can lead to robots becoming more integrated in society; with humans

finding it easier to understand how to interact and collaborate with robots, thus finding more

uses to the advantages robot bring to society.

The exploration of legible decision-making, in the form of the novel framework PoLMDP and

analysis of its impact in both single and multi-agent scenarios impacts both HRI and XAI. The

development of legible decision processes gives robots more transparency during interactions

with humans, because it gives humans more insight and understanding about the reasoning be-

hind a robot’s actions. This increased understanding directly impacts human-robot interactions

twofold: primarily, helps humans in quickly understanding a robot’s intentions and what are its

underlying goals, which allows for interactions to occur more naturally without humans requiring

extra time learning how to interpret a robot’s behaviours to extract meaning from them; secondly,

when a robot fails during an interaction with a human or does an action that is not expected by

the human user, the human user can trace the reasoning behind this unexpected behaviour

and more easily understand if the cause was a robot’s malfunction or something in the way the

human behaved that forced the robot to react that way.

Besides these more direct impacts, interactions between humans and robots can be indi-

rectly impacted by the increased understanding of a robot’s reasoning in terms of the trust in

the robots. Human trust in someone or system increases more quickly when the human can un-

derstand the reasoning processes and so can more easily predict that person or system future

behaviours. This is especially important when a robot’s exhibits unexpected behaviour, humans

have shown to recover more quickly trust in the robot if they can understand what caused that

behaviour [88].
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Legible decision-making has similar impacts on XAI, when we consider XAI systems in the

context of human-agent collaborative interactions. Humans that have to collaborate with non-

robotic autonomous agents, show more confidence in interacting when they understand how

an autonomous agent works and even trust those agents more. For example, using legible se-

quential decisions, we can have virtual agents that function as advisors in search and rescue

operations, counselling team leaders by generating plans that are easier for humans to under-

stand. This way, team leaders can possibly trust more on delegating to autonomous agents

operational planning and focus more on managing the personnel during operations.

But the most interesting impacts of our work in XAI come when we consider XAI that do not

have to work side-by-side with humans. Having an autonomous agent that is more transparent

and better at conveying its goals, opens a whole new range of applications to autonomous

agents. For example, we can have autonomous agents being used to teach other agents, thus

making easier to share acquired knowledge across different agents, possibly making agents

more flexible in their applications and easier to deploy in new tasks. We can also use such

agents to teach humans new skills, with frameworks capable of recognizing what are the most

salient features and behaviours to display, we can develop systems to support teaching of new

skills to humans.

So, frameworks like PoLMDP can pave the way for more wider acceptance of autonomous

agents – physical, virtual or simply as applications – as peers and trust on their capabilities

without strict human oversight.

7.3 Future work

With this thesis, we have contributed with a novel type of expressive motion for human-robot

interactions, a novel formalism for decision making applicable in both human-robot and human-

agent interactions and novel insights on the impacts of legibility in interactions between humans

and robots. However our contributions are not without their limitations.

On the avenue of legible movements, we introduced a model that allows for the generation

of expressive movements in multi-party interactions, but our approach relies on correctly define

the perspectives of the human users. As we found during this work, correctly defining the

perspectives of human users over a task is not always easy and sometimes a slight error in

the definition of the perspective may lead to harder to understand movements. So, having a

robot learn how to be simultaneously legible to multiple humans from repeated interactions, is
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a possible alternative to the current method of defining and optimizing a legible cost function.

With such an approach, we hope to fix a limitation on our contribution by giving the robot more

flexibility in interactions, using more information of the workspace more than just the human

perspective to support the generation of legible motions. Also, having the robot learn how to

be legible can lead to more interesting models, capable of generalizing the concept of legibility

to understand when to execute a legible movement or a more simple and straight movement,

better resembling human reasoning is similar scenarios.

Another approach we leave for future work is to understand how legible movements combine

with other communication means – either explicit or implicit – to improve robot transparency in

both single and multi-party interactions. Humans do not use communication methods, like body

movements, isolated; usually they use combinations of multiple communication methods to bet-

ter convey intentions and overcome limitations that each communication method has. For robots

to better integrate in society and live in the middle of humans, they also have to be capable of

combining multiple communication means to better convey intentions. For example, legible

movements are extremely good at conveying intentions through movements, however their use-

fulness declines when the view of the movement becomes obstructed or if the robot’s intention

cannot be conveyed solely with movements. Thus, by exploring how to combine legible move-

ments with other communication means, we expect to reduce the limitations of communicating

through legible movements by empowering robots with other communication tools.

On the avenue of legible decision making, we explored the impact of legibility in teams in sim-

ulation scenarios, however in physical human-robot interactions, humans can react differently

than the agents in the simulations, i.e., humans do not follow an optimal policy or focus solely on

being efficient. Human reasoning does happen over long time horizons, humans observe the

world around them and act as they believe is better given the current situation. Conversely, hu-

man goal recognition is also not based on optimal actions, but in personal history and bias. So,

in a real world interaction with humans, both human actions and goal recognitions may some-

times deviate from what is observed in simulations. Thus, we are interested in replicating our

simulation studies from Chapter 6 with real humans and investigate if the results in simulated

environments translate to physical environments.

Collaborative tasks are not restricted to strict collaboration scenarios, where team members

must always work together to finish the task; in some tasks, the sub-tasks can be executed

independently. Since all team members have to deduce what other members are trying to

achieve, the inference process is no longer simply one-way but is between all team members
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simultaneously. In these kinds of tasks, legibility may play a bigger role in team coordination than

in the type of tasks we explored. Thus, we are interested in explore how legible decision-making

impacts collaboration and coordination in this type of tasks.

Finally, our proposed PoLMDP framework was shown to allow efficient computation of legible

plans in both stochastic scenarios. However, by using a standard MDP formulation, it requires to

keep a model of the environment to compute a legible policy and in high-dimension state spaces

this requirement may cause problems of memory. Thus, we are interested in investigating other

approaches that may lighten the requirement for memory. Namely, currently we are interested

in investigating approaches in two directions: hierarchical MDPs and model-free reinforcement

learning. With hierarchical MDPs, we are interested in understand if we can decompose the

problem into a hierarchy of sub-tasks and still generate legible behaviours, because the de-

composition into smaller sub-tasks may create artefacts that may influence legibility, such as

the creation of new intermediate goals. With model-free reinforcement learning, we expect to

investigate two aspects: the first is if we can learn the notion of legible action with reinforcement

learning, thus solving the limitation of needing to maintain a full model of the environment; and

second is investigating if we can generalize the notion of legible actions to similar tasks, thus

making legible agents easier to apply to new tasks.

7.4 Final Words

Robots and other autonomous agents are becoming a common sight in society, no longer

restricted to be seen solely as tools. They can be found in the most varied roles in close

proximity and interacting with humans. For their correct integration, correct communication of

intentions and internal state is crucial for mutual understanding.

In this work we showed how legibility can be applied in different scenarios, using different

both movements and decision making processes, to improve interactions in both human-robot

and human-agent interactions. Through this work, we showed how agents using legibility are

consistently rated as clearer and easier to interact with.

However the work on legibility is not over, as many open challenges remain to be addressed.

Thus, this thesis is one more step towards creating autonomous systems that are more trans-

parent and explainable about their intentions; contributing to the greater goal of integrating

autonomous agents in society, in a manner that everyone can easily interact with without the

need for advanced knowledge in robotics or artificial intelligence.
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